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Greek System
given new set of
rules to foil ow
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"No Alcohol" policy to be strictly enforced
By Michelle Purdum
News Reporter
Banners were flying from
fraternity houses declaring
"Greek System R.I.P. " after a
Wednesday night meeting between fraternity and sorority
presidents and Dean for Student
Affairs J. Gregg Sanborn.
The tightening of University
controlovertheGreeksystem was
the theme of a statement issued at
the Greek Presidents' Council
meeting. The 11-point statement
was issued because, "In spite of

l

the efforts of some fraternity
houses and the strong record of
the sororities, many fraternities
operate as unsupervised drinking
clubs which are out of control and
unresponsive to campus and
community efforts to encourage
responsible behavior," according
to the written statement by
Sanborn.
The guidelines outlined in the
statement are:
story continued on page 10,
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The president's house ~~s the victim
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( Ben Frazier, Photo Editor)

President's house vandalized
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4. Full-tune adultllve-in supervision mustexistin each house
by the fall of 1991. This must be ~uppQrted fina11:dally by each
house and.the selection of the supervisor will be thejoint
.. ·.. respc>n~ibiiity of H1e university ~ll? Jhe respe'-'1Ve Gr~k house.

~tf·vandals on Wednesday night.

Damage estimated at "over $1,000."
By John Doherty
News Editor

In what Durham police are
calling a "very unusual" crime,
vandals shattered windows of the
University president's house.
According to Steve Larson,
director of Public Safety and
Transportation, wine bottles were
thrown through the ground-floor
windows of the president's house
around midnight Wednesday
night. Although exact damage is
not known at this time, Larson
estimates damages at "over
$1,000".

Newly-arrived President
Dale Nitzschke was asleep at the
time of the damage and reported

the vandalism at about 7 a.m.
Thursday. No one in the house
was hurt.
UNH Police Deputy Chief
Paul Kopreski, who has been at
UNH for-eight years, claimed he
cannot remember vandalism
occurring at the president's house
before.
Kopreski said he believes the
vandalism was committed by
more than one person and it was
planned.
''The windows were smashed
simultaneously," said Kopreski.
''They planned to target this area."
Kopreski is anxious to have

Nitzschke cites need for
unity a;nd changes at
Convocation ceren1ony
Nitzschke concerned about morale, disunity
By Birger Dahl
Staff Reporter
Everything is not hunky-dory
at the University of New
the
at
but
Hampshire,
Convocation ceremony last
Tuesday President Dale Nitzschke
made some suggestions on how to
improve conditions.
The ability of this University
to "operate efficiently and
effectively'' has been damaged,
according to Nitzschke, because
of the disunity between the
students, the faculty/ staff and the
administration .
"Major set-backs have been
achieved between the faculty/ staff
and the administration," said
Nitzschke. He added that the
relationship between the faculty/

staff and the administration was
"at an all time low" and that the
situation needed to be improved
immediately.
The offices of the University
should be thereto servethefaculty
and students, not their own self
interest, said Nitzschke.Too many
offices have decided to go it alone
instead of working as a unit with
the entire University community,
he said.
Nitzschke pointed out
several specific areas that needed
improvement in order to create a
new sense of community.
Operating budgets of most
University departments have
already been cut as thin as possible.
please see page 11,

CONVOCATION

the responsible individuals pay
for the damage.
''The repair costs come out of
university funds," said Kopreski.
At that time of night
(midnight) there.js.a fair amount
of traffic along Main Street," said
Kopreski. ''We'd like to talk to
anyone who has heard anything
or seen anything."
Kopreski added that any
assistance or information given to
the police would be kept strictly
confidential.
''They don't have to be able to
prove anything," said Kopreski.
"We're just looking for leads."
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Middle East Crisis' - UNH Professors offer
some opinions about Iraqi invasion
By D. Allan Kerr

·

.

·

Sports Editor
As the Iraqi crisis enters its second month, it is apparent
that the situation is becoming more complicated and less
likely to reach an easy solution. In our continuing effort
to help our readers better understand such events, The
New Hampshire has tried to shed some light into the
controversy.
- . 'The United States is in the Middle East right now for
two primary reasons," said History Department Chairman
John Voll.
"Oneisthatthe U.S. has a national interest
in stopping invasions, conflicts and wars. The
second general area is economic.
"American policy has primarily tended to try
to make sure that important strategic assets,
like oil in this case, are not under the control of
unfriendly powers. We think of Iraq now as an
unfriendly power. They've taken over the oil
resources of Kuwait and we don't want them
to take over anybody else's oil resources,"
said Voll.
The professor acknowledged that the U.S.
is not always consistent with its anti-war
stance.
"When our friends do it, or when
somebody does it to an enemy of ours, we
don't have quite so much objection," said
Voll.
"We were very strongly opposed to the
Ayatollah in Iran, so that anybodythat attacked
Iran, even if it was Saddam Hussein, we didn't have any
objection to it."
The professor also explained that our country's
decision to immediately send troops into the Middle East
was a result of the mobility of our forces.
'The United States acted on the belief that it was the
only world power that was able to act with sufficient
rapidity and with sufficient force to be able to prevent an

Iraqi invasion of Saudi Arabia," he said.
"Now, there's a lot of argument over whether or not
Saddam Hussein was planning on invading," Dr. Voll
acknowledged. "But that's a different question."
Major Douglas Wilkinson of the ROTC saw it much
the same way.
"As far as I'm concerned, personally, we're over there
because there was obvious aggression on the part of one
nation against the other," said the major, who is also an

"From what I can gather at this point, over the past
three commissioning classes, I believe we have as many as
10 or 12 lieutenants from this school over there, that we've
commissioned out of this battalion," Major Wilkinson
stated.
"They're still building up over there," he added.
However, the major also said that, as it stands now, he
doesn't foresee the necessity of a draft.
''There's this thing called the one-army concept," Major
Wilkinson explained, "wherein the reserves are
supposed to be manned, equipped and trained to
be able to stand shoulder-to-shoulder with the
active component in a combat situation."
The major said that, as far as he was
concerned, this concept is accurate.

"The United States acted on the belief
that it was the only world power that
was able to act with sufficient rapidity
and with sufficient force to be able to
prevent an Iraqi invasion of Saudi
Arabia."
John Voll, History Department Chairman

assistant professor of military science. "And that's part of
the job of the army, the military service in general, is to help
out in this international effort to keep one nation from
devouring another."
·
Major Wilkinson estimated the. number of American
troops in the Middle East to be roughly 90,000. Or almost
halfofthemulti-nationalforce. He also said thatabout70%
of those forces are Army, including some UNH graduates.

Firm Interested
House Trims
in Pease
Military Budget
Portsmouth - The Pease Development Authority
committee is recommending the authority enter a 90day negotiating. period with Flair Corp., a Florida
based airplane repair company. The company
proposes to create 300 new jobs in the first year and
up to 1000 in five years. The business could create
additional jobs by attracting sub<ontractors to locate
locally to serve as support businesses. Flair president,
JosephJ. Walter told the Airport District Committee
that the entire fleet of Boeing 747 aircraft will
eventually need repairs due to metal fatigue. He said
that it takes 32,000 man hours to repair a single jumbo
jet. Flair company would be the only such airplane
repair business in the Northeast.

Washington - The House passed a defense bill that cuts
$24 billion from President Bush's proposed military
budget. The budget cuts eliminate 17 weapons systems,
including the B-52 bomber, the Trident submarine and
four new nerve-gas programs. Strategic Defense
Initiative, the space based missile program popularly
known as "Star Wars", has been cut from $4.5 billion to
$2.3 billion. President Bush has threatened to veto the
bill if Congress sends it to the White House. The bill
authorizes $283 billion for military spending for the
fiscal year of 1991.

New York - Over 100,000 New Yorkers have applied
recently to be sanitation workers. The applicants are
required to take a written exam. A computer will
randomly select 15,000 from those who pass and
subject them to physical testing. Eventually, 2,000
workers will be hired over the next four years. Pay
starts at $23,104 per year and climbs to $35,000 after
five years. "For somebody who likes the outdoors,
it's a good, clean living," said a Sanitation Department
spokesman, Vito Turso. "You can build up your
muscles, and then get them tanned."

Washington - According to a study released by the
National Cancer Institute, people living near nuclear
power plants do not have an increased risk of fatal
cancer. The report contradicts earlier scientific studies
that showed that atomic power plants pose a health
hazard. The study looked at decades of health records
on 16 types of cancer from 107 US counties near 62
nuclear facilities. Although it was the most extensive
study of its type, it concentrated on mortality statistics.
It did not survey non-fatal cases of cancer.

·.Nuclear
Reactors Found
Line-up for
Non-fatal
Sanitation Work

"[The reserves] are very well-trained,

they are superbly equipped with all the most
modern equipment, and if they are trying to test
the one-army concept in Saudi Arabia, I think
they will find that it will come out with straight
A's, or very nearly so," he said.
John Canedy, an English senior and a
corporal in the National Guard's Mountain
Infantry Unit out of Lebanon, NH., agrees.
"I feel my reserve unit has the experience
and the knowledge to perform effectively if we ·
should be called to active duty," Canedy said.
"We pos~ess the skills and motivation to
equal or better our regular army counterparts."
Canedy pointed out that many of these so-called
weekend warriors are former active-duty personnel, some
with special forces training.
The senior also acknowledged that the possibility of a
draft was remote, but possible.
''The armed forces we have now can handle the crisis,"
hestated. "Butifitescalates,itmaybenecessarytoinstitute
please see page 15, MIDDLE EAST

203 Rape Cases
Reopened
San Francisco - The Oakland Police Department has
reopened 203 rape cases after admitting that it
mishandled the cases. Many of the cases involved
prostitutes or women who abuse drugs, including 37
in which the victim was never interviewed. The
action of the department was prompted by a series of
articles on the subject published this week by the San
Francisco Examiner. "Candidly, we blew it," said
Police Chief George Hart, who promises immediate
reforms.

Silber
Gubernatorial
Candidate
Boston - Dr. John R. Silber won the unpredictable
primary election for Mass. Democratic gubernatorial
candidate. The victory came as somewhat of a
surprise; last week Silber was lagging far behind
Francis Belloti in opinion polls. This week Silber won
by a margin of almost a 100,000 votes. Silber is often
refered to as a Republican running as a Democrat
because of his unusual combination of views. An
example of this is a quote by him from a forum
discussing medical care for the elderly, "When you've
had a long life, and you're ripe, then it's time to go."
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UNH stude nts arres ted at

Lee's on alcoh ol char ges
Liquor Commis sion could impose fine of
up to $5,000
By Gail Leach
News Reporter
Thirteen people, ages 15-20,
were arrested and later charged
with unlawful possession of alcohol
last Saturday night at Lee's Chinese
Restaurant located on Main Street
in Durham. Twelve were UNH
students.
The Enforcement Division of
the N.H. Liquor Commission and
the Durham Police Department
made the arrests acting on
complaints of minors being served
alcohol.
Also arrested was the
waitperson working in the
restaurant. That person was
charged with prohibited sales for
selling to persons under the age of
21 and could face a fine of up to
$1,000 and/or one year in jail. The
New Hampshire was unable to

SHARPP director, Jane Stapleton
speaks out against violence on campus.
Sharpp recently helped start up a student
escort service ~o provide students with a
safe way home. See ~tory on p. 5.
(Ben Frazier, photo editor)
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Life Scienc es budge t
does not reflect growth
in depart 1nent
By Jason Scott
News Reporter
Students in the College of Life
Sciences & Agriculture are bearing
more of the burden for their
educational needs, according to
Thomas Fairchild, Dean of the College
of Life Sciences and Agriculture.
The budget for the college of Life
Sciences and Agriculture has
remained essentially unchanged from
the previous year, despite an overall
increase in enrollment in classes, and
what Fairchild termed an "explosion
of knowledge" in the biological
sciences.
The college's Education and
General Fund budget figure rose
slightly to $4,061,781 for fiscal year
1991 (the current fiscal year) from the
previous year's $3,633,015, which
showed an even smaller increase over
the figure for fiscal year 1989.
According to Neil Lubow,
associate vice president for Academic
Affairs, the increase is uncommon at
the University, but he said that an
increase of that size "doesn't buy an
awful lot."
The budget increase can be
partially attributed to the recent 6
percent increase in faculty and staff

salaries, according to Lubow.
Budget recessions are affecting
the students and faculty
partially because of the inability
to purchase new equipment
and supplies that are needed in
the labs, as well as the inability
to hire faculty ~o fill the seven
vacancies that are now open
within the college, according
to Fairchild.
According to Lubow, the
budget increases have to be put
into perspective. "While some
colleges, such as Liberal Arts,
may have trouble with
increased enrollment, others,
such _as Life Sciences and
Agriculture, are pinched
because of equipment costs."
"As we learn more,
[educating] becomes m01:e
expensive," Fairchild said. He
cited the need for "an increase
in grad uateteaching assistants,
l?b equipment, supplies and,
eventually, space," as key
elements in continuing to
provide a quality education.
please see page 17, BUDGET

contact that person for comment. who was arrested at Lee's said
Bob Pierce of Liquor "we went to Lee's with the
Enforcement stated that, following intention of drinking," but at first
previous incidents of minors being Mr. Lee wasn't going to serve them
served alcohol, he felt that Lee's alcohol.
should be watched. He picked the Sosomeofthepeo pleordered
night of September 15th to go into "virgin drinks" and the drinks
the restaurant.
were delivered with alcohol in
No definite action has been them, according to a girl who also
taken against Lee's. However, was arrested. Mr. Lee allegedly
Pierce did mention that based on said to everyone, ''I'll assume you
his recommendation s, which he are all 21."
was unable to supply, the Liquor
Anotherfreshma nalsostated
Corrimissionerwilldecideon what that when "virgin drinks" were
type of penalty action to take.
ordered, alcoholic drinks were
TheN.H.LiquorC ommission served and no valid ID was ever
could remove Lee's alcohol license requested even though one person
and/ or impose a fine of up to was only 15 years old.
$5,000.
Lee's did not wish to make a
One 18 year old freshman comment.

Fres hma n Cam p faces
poss ible bar from
UNH Cam pus

By Melinda Lawrence
News Reporter
Freshman Camp, which has too exhausted to participate in and activities, and starting their
been embroiled in controversy Freshman Days activities, said "wagon-wheel" ceremony, the
since January, is now in danger of Lawing.
traditional candlelight closing
being barred from campus.
In January of 1990, the ceremony of camp, early so that
Camp executives learn·ed Steering Committee previewed freshmen would be well rested.
Tuesday, in a meeting with DE:.an Camp skits and warned the 10
Haveles called
the
Sanborn, that their organization camp executives to eliminate committee's demands "vague,"
will be brought before the Student sexism, bad language, insure that though
camp
executives
Organizations Conduct Board campers got enough sleep, and "frequently called" looking for
(SOCB), according to Stephanie "clean up their act" overall, details.
Haveles, a Camp executive.
according to Lawing.
Haveles denied promising to
The SOCB has the powe.- to
This year an observer from work at registration. "We told
revoke the official
them we would try," she
recognition of student
said, but explained that
organizations
and
counselors were detained
prohibit them from
cleaning
up
the
operating on campus. As
campgrounds.
"They
needed
to
make
stated in the student
The flashing
handbook and according
themselves clear, not just to
incident, she said,
to the conduct office, the
"certainly wasn't meantto
the execs, but to us. I felt like
SOCB is comprised of
be offensive," and was
three students (one
they weren't trying to help us,
"definitely exaggerated."
sorority member, one
She conceded that it
they were trying to end us."
fraternity member, one
"wasn't the wisest" thing
non-greek member of a
to do but added that it is
Lisa Fengelman, veteran camp counselor
student organization),
the "most easily remedied
two faculty members, and
thing in the world."
one staff member of the
Lisa Fagelman,
student activities office.
a
veteran
Camp
Specific charges against the committee attended camp and counselor, agreed that the
Freshman Camp have not yet been reported an incident in which committee didn't specify clearly
disclosed.
counselors stripped off various what was expected of counselors.
According to Anne La wing, articles of clothing and "flashed" ''They needed to make themselves
director of student activities, the and "mooned" campers.
clear, not just to the execs, but to
division of student affairs has
Lawing called this behavior us. I felt like they weren't trying to
received many complaints in "offensive, as well as being a help us, they were trying to end
recent years that Freshman Camp misdemeanor in this state." As in us."
cheers, skits, and general the past, freshmen were kept up
When asked about the
atmosphere promote drinking and late and returned late to campus. flashing incident, Fagelman said,
partying, under-emphasi ze Counselors who had promised to "I can understand how people
academics, are sexist and help with freshmen registration would be offended by that. The
frequently portray women as failed to show up, she added.
execs should have taken more
objects. Dean Sanborn said he had
Stephanie Haveles, a responsibility about that." But ~he
received complaints concerning Freshman Camp executive also claimed that administration
vulgarity and public nudity.
thought that the Camp staff exaggerated the event and that
The impetus to investigate worked hard to cooperate with she considered it out of context.
Camp was the Orientation Steering the committee by sending them
Freshman cam per Leigh
Committee, which complained the camp itinerary, asking for Schmitt said Camp "prepared me
that freshmen return from_Camp suggestions, screening camp skits
please see page 14, CAMP
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Pan Am to
Eliminate 2500
Job.s

East German
:Spies Face
Arrests

New York - Pan Am World Airways Inc. reported
that it will eliminate 2,500 jobs, 8.6 percent ofits workforce,
by October. The cuts that will save Prui Am an estimated
$55 million a year are part of a cost-saving program enacted
to soften the blow of increasing fuel costs and decrease in
air travel demand. Fuel prices have increased by more than
40 percent since the Iraq invasion of Kuwait on Aug. 2. Pan
Am lost nearly $2 billion in the last decade.

Bonn - 8,000 arrest warrants will be issued for
East German espionage agents after German unification next month. Chancellor Helmut Kohl's coalition
government failed to break a political stalemate on
amnesty for spies requiring the courts to order the
arrests. West German law becomes the law of all Germany after the unification on Oct. 3. Federal justice
minister, Hans Engelhard, said that amnesty issues
should be discussed again after the unification and
suggested that East German spies may choose defection over arrest.

UN Closing Air
Embargo
Agreement
United Nations - Five permanent Security Council members, including the United States and the Soviet
Union, are reported to be closing an air embargo
agreement. The agreement would ban all passenger
and cargo flights to and from Iraq and occupied Kuwait,
except for those on approved humanitarian missions.
The proposed UN action would put pressure on Jordan
to cancel the Iraqi Air flights from Amman to Baghdad;
Iraq's only regular commercial air connection to the
outside world.

Supreme
Soviet Requests
Premier to
Resign
Moscow - Russia's Supreme Soviet voted rto
call for the resignation of Soviet Prime Minister
Nikolai I. Ryzhkov. The vote was 154-4, with 18
abstentions. The legislators and thousands of
demonstrators blame Ryzhkov for the nation's
economic problems. The Russian parliament, led by
President BorisN. Yeltsin, reported that they also do
not believe that Ryzhkov would carry out the 500day market-based economic plan

$100 million
Egyptian Horde
Discovered

Poland Plans
Free Elections

Cairo - Seven Egyptian workers found a gold treasure in old Cairo that antiquities specialists value at more
than $100 million. The treasure is an ancient two-handled
clay pot filled with 2,700 24-karat gold coins. The workers
failed to report the discovery and divided the treasure
amongst themselves. They were discovered when one of
them tried to sell his share in the gold market. The pot was
found behind a wall in a historic building in Cairo's old
quarter, near Azhar, one of the world's oldest seats oflslam
learning. All seven workers have been arrested.

Warsaw-Poland President WojciechJaruzelski
notified Parliament that he would resign, allowing
general elections to determine his successor. Politicians report that elections are expected to be held this
fall, but the voting procedures have not been determined. Lech Walesa, the founder of the Solidarity
trade union movement and challenger of Communist
rule, has announced his candidacy for the Presidency.
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Are you interested in:
or
or

government censorship of artistic expression
the legalization of drugs
a father's role and rights in the abortion decision

then come to the

Debate Society meeting
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We will discuss these "topics and MUCH, MUCH, more.

NO EXPERIENCE IS
NECESSAllY

"\~

■

UNH Debate Society
Rm.135 MUB
862-4321
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Upcoming UNH Events

Friday, Sept 21
Last Day to add courses without Dean's ApprQval and $25 per
course late fee.
Last Day to drop courses or change to Audit without $25 per
course late fee.
Last Day to choose Pass/Fail grading option (credit/fail for
graduates)
Blood Drive - Granite State Room, MUB, noon to 5 p.m.

Saturday, Sept 22
NATSAA State Vocal Competition - Bratton Recital Hall, Paul
Arts, 1-4 p.m.
Congreve Hall, site of a fire last week, is only partially-equipped with sprinklers. (Ed Sawyer,
photographer)

Durhalll to crack dow-n on fire safety
Residential sprinkler systems may be required by October town vote
By David Aponovic
News Reporter
A proposed Durham town
ordinance would require automatic fire sprinklers to be installed
in existing off-cam pus dormitorytype structures.
The ordinance, brought to
the town council by the Durham
Fire Department, would require
fire sprinklers to be installed in
existing residential buildings that
house more than 16 persons under joint occupancy and single
management, such as dorm-style
fraternity and sorority houses and
boardinghouses.
The ordinance would also
require new buildings and occupants of new businesses to have
sprinkler systems installed.
According to Durham Deputy Fire Chief Michael Hoffman,
the proposed ordinance is intended solely as a safety measure.

Men's Soccer-vs. Hartford. Field House, 2 p.m.
Card Tournament - Upper Lounge, Richardson House,
2-5 p.m.
Women's Soccer - vs. Rhode Island. Field House, 4 p.m.

Sunday, Sept 23
Drug Awareness Week

"I'm looking at this primar- three years to install systems.
ily as a life-safety issue, " said Two one-year extensions would
Hoffman, who heads the be given in some cases.
Department's Fire Prevention
According to the probureau. "There's never been a posed ordinance, the purpose of
multiple fatality fire in a building sprinkler installation "is to aswith a properlyworkingsprin kler sist in achieving a minimum
system."
level of safety to building's ocThe proposal will be pub- cupants and reduce the. direct
licly discussed at a town council and indirect economic losses
meeting on October 8. "I will run caused by smoke and fire."
figures by people, and prove how
In the past several years,
it's not only financially feasible, steps by the University commubut it's advisable," said Hoffman. nity have raised the level ot tire
"When you've got that level of life safety in student dwellings. A~
safety, it's well worth the invest- required by state law, heat anc1
smoke detectors were installed
ment."
The ordinance would not in every dorm. Currently, the
affect University dormitories, University is installing self-closwhich do not have to comply to ing doors in residence halls. It is
town codes.
also on a program of installinb
Property owners who sprinklers
would have to retrofit their buildplease see page 16, SPRINKLER
ings to comply would be given

Baseball - vs. Lowell. Brackett Field, noon.
Faculty Concert Series - Robert Eshbach, violin. Johnson Theatre,
3 p.m., free.
MUSO Film - "Les Blank Film Festival." Strafford Room, MUB
(one show from 7-11 p.m.) students $1, general $2.

Monday, Sept 24 ------■
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Richards Auditorium, Murkland, 4 p.m. and 7 p.m., $2.

Tuesday, Sept 25
Men's Golf - vs. Northeastern, BU, BC, 1:30 p.m.

To submit information stop in the MUB Administration
Office, Room 322 for forms and details.

Escort Service to be run by Student s
Lack of funding means program will survive with volunteers
By Sarah Robinson
News Reporter
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It's extremely dark, you're escort service."
walking alone, and you hear foot"We have a budget of
steps behind you.
·$7,000," said Carlson, "But that
Being in this position is will dwindle quickly. We need
frightening and something a lot of portable radios, flashlights, vests,
us have experienced, but it and advertising. That's why we ·
shouldn't be any longer with the . are asking people to volunteer
new escort service.
their services. There will be 25
Eric Carlson, Mim Easton, people working every night so we
and John Standring are the three need roughly 200 volunteers."
student's in charge of setting up added Carlson.
this program.
Jane Stapleton, coordinator
Until this year, UNH police of direct services for SHARPP, is
provided an Escort service, but [also] a member of the committee
due to a lack of funds it was cut. which chose Carlson, Easton, and
Chief Beaudion of the University Standring to form the escort servPolice Department said "Our ice. "Funding came from the Parfunds were reduced especially for ents Associations who set aside

student workers. Proper security

$5,000 and there's supposedly

of the buildings on cam pus is our
main focus which doesn't leave us
with sufficient man power for an

another $2,000 begin given by a
private donor." said Stapleton.
"Our committee chose Mim

~~:!~\~:':o:~~~a~:~:= lll!i!IB~i I II [

Rides which will operate out of
the same office as the escort service. John was an escort last year
with campus security, but wasn't
hired back this year because of
budget cuts." added Stapleton.
Student, Carol Palmer when
asked about the new escort service said. "First I would call my
male roommates to walk me home.
I may never use it, but I'm sure

: b~~~§Ifl.f:;.~; ;
saying "I would call a friend before I'd call Safe Rides or an escort
service. You' re admitting that
you're scared about

please see page 10, ESCORT
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The Burni ng Quest ion - What do you
think of the Unive rsity's incine rator?

....

_,..,

2~- -4-~ : ~:~~:n

Keith Lambert
Undeclared
Freshperson

"It's cool... What else are you
going to do with the trashr'

"I think it's pretty nasty to our
environment! It makes a 'nice'
cloud over the university."

"I think it's polluting the
environment a little too much.
_From my office I can see the black
smoke and it's not just occasional.
I'm surprised that they haven't put
a scrubber on it. That should be a
priority but where are you going
to get the money?"
Dr. David Howelo
Resorce Economics
and Development
Jacqueline Scott ifi,:.. .
Sociology t
Senior ~

Pam Reid
Occupational
Therapy
Junior
"Put it this way, when I ran track
it put a lot of black gunk in my
eyes."

"I like to sit by it in the morning and
inhale...Ahhh!!"

"Well, the waste to energy
technology is much better than
this incinerator represents. I
believe within the next few years
the problem will be alleviated."

Ian Emery
Sociology
Senior .,

"Jt's a filterless cigarette. It's a
Lucky Strike that needs one."

Andre Simoneau
Mechanical Eng.
Fresh person

Ellen Ott
Hydrology
Senior
"I think it smells."
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GENERAL
AUDITIONS FOR 'THE HYPOCHONDRIACK" (sic): Theatre and
dance "ARTSREACH" touring production (Sem II). Information in
PCAC, A-22. Sunday, September 23, Hennessy Theater, PCAC 68:30 p.m.; and Monday, September 24, Room A-218, Paul Arts,
3:15-5:30 p.m.
SHARPP SUPPORT GROUP: Adult survivors of incest child
sexual abuse. A therapy group, free and confidential. Mondays,
(Call SHARPP for place), 862-1743' 7-9 p.m..

MEETIN GS
New Scope president, Bill Brochu is excited about this year's upcoming events. (Mike Parnham Photo)

MARINE MAMMAL STRANDING TEAM MEETING:
Mandatory for all members who wish to remain active. Will
discuss semester activities. New members welcome. Monday,
September 24, Spaulding, Rm. 17, 6 p.m ..

Key play ers pos e
pro blem s for SCO PE

ALPHA EPSILON DELTA MEETING: To plan this year's events.
Monday, September 24, Senate Room, MUB, 7-8 p.m ..

By Theodore W. Decker
News Reporter
The loss of big salvage SCOPE. ''I was stunned", he
Dylan and said of the loss of his former staff
Bob
names like
Saturday Night Live' s Dennis members.
not
Although
Miller from performing at. UNH
are not the only setbacks SCOPE officiallySCOPEChairmanatthetirne,
has had to deal with as the 1990- Brochutookove rRoderick'sduti esto
1991 academic year begins. The prepare the organization for the
ratherabruptdep arturesofseveral upcoming year. Brochu was the
key members this past summer assistant production manager last
left a returning Bill Brochu with year, and was to become production
manager this semester.
"no one to run SCOPE."
Upon the arrival of
a
Brochu,
senior geology major, is the new two returning SCOPE members,
chairman of SCOPE, the Nicole Pelletier and Greg Jansky,
organization responsible for Brochu explained the situation and
concerts,comedynights,andother asked that he remain chairman. After
all SCOPE members were consulted,
programs at UNH.
B r o c h u itw~ecidedBro chushouldconti nue
replaces Steve Roderick, who as,fhairman.
Brochuandhissta ff
resigned unexpectedly over t ~ h
to fill all ~~OPE
working
_st_ill
are
kmade~ew~~ast
surnmer.Ro~eric
spring for his controversial fmng positions. Only two positions,
of Music Director Chris Mers ·. production manager and comedy
Merski was fired for not following director, are open at the moment. Jill
procedure when he u p ~ bid Marbuck, who took over the position
for the Red Hot Chili P pers of music director after Merski was
without prior approva of the fired, will be graduating this
December.
Student Activities Fees ouncil.
Getting events
Roderick's
resignation came as f. surprise to scheduled is another problem for the
many people, inch,iding SCOPE eight member staff. Bob Dylan, whose
staff. Aside from being SCOPE scheduled appearance was the first
Chairman, Roderick was also a weekend in October, was forced to
c~cel several performances in New
MUB Board Chairperson.
However, England including UNH. Dennis
Roderick did not leave his position Miller also cancelled due to a previous
of contract with HBO.
because
SCOPE
at
Brochu said the
dissatisfaction. He decided to
change his major from social work cancellations were due to "rather
to business but could not complete unfortunate circumstances" that were
a degree through WSBE in what "beyond anyone's control." The
he felt was a satisfactory time. He situation was a disappointment for
plans to transfer to another school SCOPE, Brochu added, because they
had "worked really hard" to get the
after taking a semester off.
At the same events.
At the moment,
time, two more staff members,
for Bruce Hornsby
bidding
is
SCOPE
Kiluk
Steph
Hpspitality Director
and Business Director Suellen and the Range. A result is expected
Ryder, quit their positions at within ten days. Smaller venues are
SCOPE for various, personal also planned.
When asked if he
reasons.
Aware of their felt any pressure to obtain acts as wellresignations, Brochu returned to known as the Peppers and the Kinks,
UNH early to do what he could to Brochu said that he did not. "We

GAIA meeting: For students concerned about the state of our
environment. Wednesday, September 26, Durham Room, MUB,
5-6p.m.

should do at least as well," he
said, and felt that Hornsby is in
the same league as the Peppers
and the Kinks.
SCOPE' s
budgetforthisye aris$184,136,
up $49,686 from last year. This
increase was described by
Brochuastheres ultof"general
inflation costs." The majority
of the budget goes toward
shows, comedy nights, and
other events. ·
Last year,
$111,000 went toward these
areas. The remaining money is
production,
in
used
advertising, and officer
stipends. The Student Activity
Fee is the source of &'":OPE' s
money. Surprisingly, eight out
of ten upperclassmen polled
did not know that their SAF
helped finance SCOPE. In fact,
most only had a vague notion
of what SCOPE was.
Brochu said
that SCOPE tries "to please
everyone" in their choice of
events, but cannot single out a
specific band for a possible
performance. Instead, agents
contact them and let them know
what is available on what dates.
In the past,
polls have been distributed
among the student body asking
general music interests and
favorite acts. Proposed acts over
$3,000 must be approved by
SAFC, and abrasive acts such
asAndrewDiceC layand2Live
Crew are avoided in what
Brochu termed the "students'
best interests".
In light of
the numerous problems SCOPE
faced early this year, it would
not come as a shock to find staff
members demoralized. Brochu,
however, felt that that is not the
case. Morale "is very good", he
said. Brochu added that SCOPE
is excited about the upcoming
year.

HILLEL, UNH'S JEWISH STUDENT ORGANIZATION
MEETING: General overview of semester activities; meet other
Jewish people on campus. Get involved! Tuesday, September 25,
Rm. 139, Hamilton Smith, 6:30 p.m.

STUDENT AMBASSADOR MEETING: Spaghetti dinner/
meeting. Wednesday, September 26, Alumni Center, 5:30 p.m.
LESBIAN SUPPORT GROUP: If your a Jesbian or think you
might be, this group is for you. Meetings, Monday evenings, 6:307:30, Medical library, 2nd floor of Health Services. For more
information call Health Education at 3823 ..

HEALT H
DRUG AWARENESS WEEK: Sponsored by Health Education.
Events on Monday September 24: Beverage Bar, Hamilton Smith
Hall, 11 a.m. & 2 p.m.; Busted - Time with an undercover police
officer, Sgt. Paul Dean, Carroll/Belknap Room, MUB, noon;
"Drinking, Smoking and Drugs" - a film on the effects of alcohol
and other drugs during pregnancy & newborns, Carroll/ Belknap
Room, MUB, 4 p.m.; Beverage Bar, Stillings Dinning Hall, 4-6p.m.;
Alcohol: Are you in cuntrol? - A demonstration of how alcohol
affects body and behavior, Strafford Room, MUB, 7 p.m.; Liquor
and Your Love Life, Main Lounge, Hunter Hall, 8:30 p.m.;
Addiction and Recovery Panel, Main Lounge, Hubbard Hall, 8:30
p.m.
DRUG AWARENESS WEEK: Sponsored by Health Education.
Events on Tuesday, September 25: Faculty and Staff Program -Life on Campus, Carroll/ Belknap Room, MUB, 9 a.m. and 1 p.m.
and Recovery Panel, Carroll/Belknap Room, MUB, 10 a.m. and 2
p.m.; How to identify and assist drug troubled individuals,
Carroll/Belknap Room, MUB, 11 a.m. and 3 p.m.; Beverage Bar,
McConnell Hall, 11 a.m. and 2p.m.; Adult Children of Alcoholics
Panel, Senate Room, MUB, noon; Driving and Drinking -- The
Tolls, The Tears, Carroll/Belknap Room, MUB, 4 p.m.; Beverage
Bar, Huddleston Hall, 4-6p.m.; Marijuana, Scott Hall, 7 p.m.;
Liquor and Your Love Life, McLaughlin Hall, 8:30 p.m.

ACADEMICS
UROP UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH AWARDS: Students
who wish to pursue a research project and receive a stipend or
support to defray research expenses should contact the
Undergraduate Research Opportunities Program for information.
Applications and guidelines are available in the UROP office,
Hood House, 209. Application deadline is October 19.

To submit information, stop in the MUB Administration Office,
·
Room 322 for forms and deadlines
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Cold
Fables
by John Doherty
News _E ditor
I.
Mike and the Phone Call

Mike lit a cigarette and pulled at his crotch. This was the
sexiest time of the day.
He was alone behind his big desk, tapping his hairy
finger on the oak. The orange and plum goodbyes of the sun
splashed against his face and he closed his eyes. The office was
silent.
In ten minutes he would be in the leather and pork chop
hell ~fa neighboring suburb. But now he was safe. Mike allowed
himself ten minutes, ten minutes a day, 600 seconds every afternoon
of nothing, of sweet nirvana-like nothing. Thoughtlessness.
Being. Repose.
· When the phone rang, Mike lost control of his sphincter.
II.
Looking Forward to the Meat Parties ·

There were, of course, the early spring Meat-Parties to
look forward to. Once the late nights and dark mornings were put
aside, there would be the afternoons of tall grass, daisies and raw
veal and chicken. The boys with their hair cut short and shirts
rolled to the elbow, the girls with their long hair flying behind
them, skirts billowing. And on every child's face the serene look
of the carnivore, chewing, gnawing-with only the slightest hint
of vulgarity - and a rivulet of dark juice playfully tracking the
chin.
III.
Hope

"Is this the line that goes to Rye, ma'am?"
"Uh-huh."
"Do you know when it's 'sposed to arrive?"
"Uh-uh."
"Is it usually on time?"
""I hope so."
IV.

UNH looks for plan
to accomodate
possible recisions
Exempt status will hold until election in November
By Birger Dahl
Staff Reporter
In order to deal with any been taken from each of the lost important support funds in
forthcoming budget recisions, the departments' budgets. But now last springs recision.
University of New Hampshire is operating b_udgets have been cut
That rec1s10n also
looking for a plan that will deal as far as they can be, said resulted in a $300 mid-semester
with future financial problems in a McCabe.
tuition increase, which helped
responsible and prepared way.
The next recision will regain half of the money taken
During
the
UNH call for vertical cuts, meaning back by the state, said Sower. For
Convocation last Tuesday, that entire departments will be this semester, in-state tuition
President Dale Nitzschke said that eliminated, said McCabe. He increased from $2590 to $3120 and
UNH needed a plan in place that added
that
academic out-of-state increased from $8280
would go into effect "if
to $9200.
something bad should
In
August,
happen, such as a
Governor Judd Gregg
"In the past all cuts have and the State Executive
recision."
According _to
been horizontal, meaning Council announced that
Stacia Sower, chair of the ,,
the University System of
that some money has been New Hampshire would
budget and planning
committee
of the
taken from each of the be exempt from any
academic senate, the
further recisions in this
departments' budgets. But fiscal year.
University has seen three
recisions in the past two
Sower said that
now operating budgets have , this exemption
years and has had no plan
"will only
been cut as far as they can hold until the election" in
for dealing with them.
Because of this,
November,and that there
be."
the University has
is
a possibility for a
Brian McCabe, student body president
handled these past
recision this winter or
, recisions in a "defensive,
next spring.
nervous mode," said
Although the
Brian McCabe, student body departments
were
not state will not know for sure what
president and a member of the threatened.
the shortfalls in revenue will b'e
budget and planning committee.
Last spring, the state until next spring, ~wer said the
Although no specific plan cut 7.5 percent, or $2.5 million, figures range from $20 million to
has been decided on, Sower said from the fiscal year 1990 UNH $80 million.
that the University will try to budget, and cut 7.5 percent of
Dean of Students J.
establish a set of priorities, so that the 1991 budget . .
Gregg Sanborn said that the
certain programs can be identified
McCabe said that in University was serious about not
as needing the most protection past
recisions
some putting the burden of a recision
from any future recisions.
departments were hurt more on the students, and that there are
McCabe said that in the than others. Media Services, no plans to raise the tuition for
past all cuts have been horizontal, the Division of Student Affairs next semester.
meaning that some money has and some research programs

After the Walk

Sarah found herself yelling. Yelling and, well, throwing
things. She found herself remembering things- stupid things and being angry about them. She found herself unable to stop
from swaying and she found herself afraid-truly afraid-of the
trees outside the window: and this, more than anything, made her
angry.
The last thing she remembered before the blackout was
shaking her fist and squinting her tear-filled eyes at the screaming
trees.
V.
Who Gulliver Loved

First, Gulliver loved his mom. Then he got too old, so he
didn't. After that he loved himself and a lot of girls loved him, but
he didn't love them. Then he loved someone, but she didn't love
him, so he stopped loving anyone. Then he loved himself again,
then he loved his mother again and she, as always, loved him.
Then she died.
VI.
Not Now, Not Never
All I care about, she said, is getting my fair share. I ain't
not gonna not eat no wi_n d sandwich for no goddamn fourteen
months and then not get no loot just cuz you ain't got no stupidass nothing in your pants to back up your dumb mean-nothing
words. Am I? No.
Not now, she said. Not now and not never.

VII.
Believing Him
When he told me about his girlfriend, I damn near fell in
love with her myself. And that's saying something.
Words cannot describe he.r beauty, he explained. Only

emotion can.
So he writhed in front of me for hours, in complete
silence. Not a word cut the air as he contorted his features and
beat himself and held his breath and rolled about, violently
kicking his legs and twisting his arms painfully. It went on until
he was soaked in his own sweat, stained with his own feces and
bloody.
I believed him.
The only problem, he explained, is she cannot touch me.
I felt his heartbreak as he displayed it silently,
grotesquely. It was beautiful.
She was forever slamming her hands in car doors.

VIII.
What I Do
What I do is just let things happen to me.
IX.
For Esmerelda
On Tuesday the rent was due; $1750. Nik had $344 in his
pocket and nothing anywhere else. The electricity had long been
turned off, along with the phone and the water. Sarah was gone.
It was Sunday.
Nik went down to the corner store - with his money
and that scowl of his.
_"Hi, Nik," said Kat.
Nik just kept walking.
In half an hour he returned to his room with $343.76
w~rth of cigarettes. After two butts he remembered he didn't
smoke. Ah! The soul-soothing relief. Ah! The freedom, of
nothing owned and nothing coming.]

John Doherty joined our staff just one short year ago, and we
watch with horrified facination as he gradually becomes the victim of his
own his own reckless abandon ..

Take

Photos for
the New
Han1p-shire
Stop
by

Room
151
in the

MUB
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Odior ne Point e State
Park involv ed in
progr ams to educa te,
· prom ote conse rvatio n
By Nancy Walters
News Writer
Odiorne Point State environmental project this fall is
Park, located on the last the Gulf of Maine Coastal Cleanup.
undeveloped section of coastline On September 29 people all over
in New Hampshire, is involved in the North East will pick up trash
projects ranging from nature on beaches. Jen Fennell, UNH
programs to UNH internships.
senior and Odiorne naturalist said,
The goal of the nature
''The amount of garbage getting
programs is to educate people on picked up will be amazing."
t h e
environAnother
ment and
0
f
increase
Q:iiome's
environprojects
mental
is
the
concerns.
spring
Claudia
intern_Altemus,
s h i p
program
program.
associate,
Juniors
sa i d ,
a n d
"There's
seniors
n
0
in the
Jen Fennell, UNH senior
en'lironEnvironmen ta l
mental
and Odiorne naturalist
preaching.
EdOOltion
Our aim
Departis to get
me rn t
people out there and get them
work with t,he Odiorne staff and
hooked."
learn to teach about the
One of the major environment and how to run the

"The programs are
mostly for people
intereste d 1n the
environm ent, but you
don't have to be a
granola to enjoy them."

Visitors at Odiorne Pointe State Park watch the sunrise.
(Mike Pamham, Staff Photographer)

Odiorne Point facilities.
Altemus called the
internships "extremely intense"
and past intern Fennell agreed. "It
was an unbelievable experience,"
she said,. "I met so many different
kinds of people and I had to stretch
my personality so I was open to all
of them."
The money for the
internships, fall programs, and
facilities comes from four
organizations.
The
New

Hampshire Division of Parks, the
Audubon Society of New
Hampshire, the UNH Sea Grant
and Cooperative Extension
Program, and the Friends of
Odiorne Point all provide funds.
Fennell said, "There's never
enough money." Joanne Barrett,
Odiorne Naturalist stressed that
the center· is always "shortstaffed."
Despite the desire for
more money, a new year-round

facility is being built this winter.
The new building will allow for
winter programs which aren't
presently offered.
Programs this fall
include tidepool tours and a night
program for Halloween, including
"great music and gory ballads"
said Altemus. The programs, said
Fennell, "are mostly for people
interested in the environment, but
you don't have to be a granola to
enjoy them."

Kinn ear refle cts on year
as inter hn pres iden t

Gus Kinnear resumed his position as vice president after a serving as
interim president in 1990.
( File Photo)

By Winifred Walsh
Staff Reporter
Vice President George
Kinnear recently returned to his
position as Vice President after
being interim President of the
University of New Hampshire.
Kinnear felt his main
goal as interim president was to
"try to maintain continuity and
to
maintain
the
reconstruction ... started with
President Holland.'\Kinnea r did
not want the university
"drifting" during the year
between president Holland and
the new president Nitzschke.
Kinnear found himself
faced with important decisions.
The majority of these decisions
involved accommodating the
reduced resources in the budget,
as well as minimizing the impact
of the financial problems created
by them.
Another goal Kinnear
felt strongly about was the need
to"improve
internal
communication s" and "be
responsive to short falls as had
been articulated by ... staff and
students."
In order to improve
communications , Kinnear wrote

a series of letters concerning the
parking plan for UNH-Durham,
the appointment of Dale Nitzschke
as president, the budget, his
agenda as interim president and
his plans for cleaning up the
environment, beginning with
UNH.
During his interim
presidency, Kinnear expressed
interest in combining "the applied
talents" among faculty and
students at UNH to help the
environment.
In one letter he stated, "If
the United States is to provide
global leadership, then a new
generation of environmentally
literate, technically competent,
culturally
sensitive
and
linguistically prepared leaders will
be needed."
One difficult decision,
said Kinnear, was made in
conjuction with the Advisory
Committee on Parking and the
Chairman of the Executive
Cm,n mittee on Parking. Together
they helped establish a priority
parking plan as a partial solution
to the parking problem at UNH.
Kinnear felt that both

committees represented the
community fairly because they
contained members from UNH
faculty staff and students.
The future of parking at
UNH, according to Kinnear, does
not appear to be especially
hopeful. He said, "Jt is a question
of how we spend money'' and that
UNH "will never be able to afford
enough parking for everyone."
Kinnear did say that the
new president is anxious to change
priorities, so that the people who
need parking the most will be able
to obtain it.
Vice President Kinnear
said that although "only history
can
make a
reasonable
assessment"
of
his
accomplishme nts as interim
president, he thought that he had
gotten "to know and understand
faculty and staff problems better~'
and was able "to develop a much
better appreciation· for the
student's side of things."
Kinnear also said his
improved communications with
faculty, staff and students will
benefit and aid him in his present
please see page 16, KINNEAR
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Recycling
Gets UNH
Status
By Gina DiGregario

News Reporter
A University-wide recycling program may be just like carbon paper, paper clips,
around the corner after the suc- elastics and food wrappers, act as
contaminants to recyclable
cess of a trial program.
This summer House- products, according to Director of
keeping Services, Plant Mainte- Housekeeping Services Guy
nance and Grounds and Roads Eaton. Contamination only
implemented a trial recycling occurred at Hamilton Smith.
Guy Eaton stressed, "It
program.
During the trial, fifteen (the waste) didn't get contamitons of waste was produced. Ten nated untilitwasoutsidethebuildtons of this waste was recyclable. ing."
All · of the waste
The program focused on
four buildings on campus; Science produced was sold to Lamprey
and Engineering, Dimond Co-op for $55 a ton. ·
helped
This trial
Library, Hamilton Smith and the
Facilities Service Administration determine how much aluminum,
paper and glass waste was
Building.
According to Director of produced on campus.
A proposal outlining
Plant Maintenance Susanne
Bennett, "The program was what the university is looking for
beneficial for us to see how to in a recycling program is being
implement this type of program." processed and sent to recycling
Cardboard trays were firms. The firms would then bid
distributed to building occupants. for the university contract.
"We hope to strike a deal
Recyclable waste was divided
into separate aluminum, glass and with a firm who has expressed
paper containers and then interest," said Eaton.
According to Shawn
deposited in larger central storage
Landry, a member of Students for
receptacles.
Representatives University Recycling, their
volunteered from each of the organization was kept informed
buildings tested. "People in by Managerof Grounds and Roads
buildings were excellent," said Ron Lavoie.
"We'll help if they need
Bennett.
Non-recyclable waste, it", said Landry.

These cans may be some of the members of the wild recycling party at UNH (Ed'Saw.yer, photo)
''Transportation is a key produced2200tonsof solid waste.
Another member of StuAccording to Bennett,
issue for anyone- UNH or a firm",
dents for University Recycling,
"January 1,1991, we would like to
Tina Andro, said, "We will be said Bennett.
be off the
meeting with
ground with a
e
h
t
program."
administration
, Both
to
soon
paper,
carbon
like
"Non-recyclable waste,
and
Eaton
discuss our
paper clips, elastics and food wrappers, act as
Bennett agreed
g o a 1 s
that the only
contaminants to recyclable products."
together."
obstacle
Guy Eaton, Director of Housekeeping Services
standing
Bennett and
between UNH
Eaton both
and a recycling
expressed
. Basedonfiguresfromthe program is university money.
that, in recycling, transportation
previous academic' year, UNH
is an important cost factor.

FRATERNITY, from page 1
Nothing was said in the
statement as to what punishment.
violators will face, but it does say
that "violations will be addressed
quickly and decisively."
"I think Dean Sanborn
is turning the Greek system
upside down and shakingthe bad
seeds out," said Sigma Beta
President Jack Murray.
"It's a shock for a lot of
houses," said Murray. "It'll be a

shock to a lot of alumni. Each
house is going to have a hard time
communicating with their alumni
in time to prevent parties during
homecoming."
According to Murray,
"Dean San born was pretty
concrete. The Greek system will
just have to adjust or pack their
bags."
"Obviously what I
discussed with them (the Greek

presidents) was met with
considerable concern," said
Sanborn. "We will be establishing
a Greek Advisory Committee ...
to evaluate what I have outlined.
We will be flexible enoueh to make
some change."
"It was a surprise. I think
it's about time that the Greeks
came together on this. I think that
we will," said Sigma Nu Vice
President Don Voner. "I think

ESCORT, from page 5
walking alone· if you call
the escort service rather than a
friend who would be doing you a
favor."
Sophomore, Jeff Ratliff,
said "I wpuldn't use an escort
se~ce because I feel safe enough
walking by myself."
"There · should be

something out there for the
campus community. Whatthey're
doing is great as long as the
volunteers are properly trained."
said Chief Beaudoin.
Both Carlson and
Stapleton feel "There's definitely
a need for an escort service."
Carlson also added ''The

Got a list of Cotnplaints?
Write a letter to the
Editor.

service will begin operating by
Homecoming and until then
campus security will keep
conducting their service."
A meeting is to be held
on Sunday, September 23 at 7 p.m.
in the Senate Room at the MUB for
any interested volunteers.

Dean Sanborn was expecting
everybody to think about it
negatively. He's wrong. The
Greek system isn't just parties.
We're going to try to look at the
positive."
"My impression is that
people did know it was coming.
Two weeks ago, Dean Sanborn
had a meeting with the presidents
and told them that these guidelines

were being established," said
Betsy Parente, Assistant Director
of Student Activities, Coordinator
for Greek and Commuter Affairs.
When told of Parente' s
the
regarding
comment
presidents' prior awareness of
these guidelines, Voner said, "She
may have said such, but I am
unaware of this. Nobody at this
fraternity knew about this."

appy
!l{psh
:Hashanah!
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Jarry Stearns Gets A
Building For Her
Unending Mission
rhe American Red Cross honors her for a lifeti:ne of
support for blood donations in local and regional
communities with new Manchester building

,

By Tim Oullette
News Reporter

1

Last Friday the American Red Cross honored one of its houses some nurses and donor
most loyal and dedicated mem- recruit-ing for all the city of Manbers, Jarry .Stearns, by naming its chester."
new building in Manches-ter after
The decision to name the
buildh e r .
Those
ing afw h o
t e r
Stearns
have
"Over the 40 years the Red
w a s
given
Cross has provided blood inNew
blood in
made
Hampshire, Jarry has been there
by AltheMUB
for 39 of them. She has been
or have
l a n
volunTowne,
responsible for 400,000 units of
t h e
teered at
blood in those years, which
t h e
a d represents 17 percent of all blood
Bloodminimobile
strator
ever collected in New Hampshire
know
i
n
and Vermont."
ManJarry as
Allan Towne, Manchester Red Cross
e h theeverAdministrator
ester,
present
and his
organizer of
staff.
the Red Cross Blood Drive.
"We thought it appropriate to
The Jarry West Stearns name it after a long-term Red Cross
House in Manchester houses the Volunteer, and also the building
Donor Recruiter Center for Red housed functions that she perCross Blood Services, according formed over her career, so it was
tO'¼ Judy McDermott, who works . the perfect fit."
with Jarry. ''The new building
"Over the 40 years the

I
I

UNH President Dale Nitzschke helps Jarry's cause with a pinto' the red stuff (Ben Frazier, photo editor)

Red Cross has provided blood in
New Hampshire, Jarry has been
there for 39 of them. She has been
responsible for 400,000 units of
blood in those years, which
represents 17 percent of all blood
ever collected in New Hampshire
and Vermont," Towne said.
He also cited Stearns'
"overwhelming commitment"
and the good public relations she
generates for the Red Cross.
McDermott echoed Towne's
sentiments, saying, "We decided
it would be a nice gesture for all
the work and dedication Jarry has
shown over the years."

Jarry is known to many
students who have either worked
or given blood in Durham over
the years, and also by residents of
all the other Seacoast towns where
she has organized the Red Cross
Blood Drives since 1951. She
remained modest about the honor ·
while in Durham this week,
asking, 'Why does everyone want
to write about me?"
Jarry prefers to mention
other volunteers who have also
contributed over the years, like
Charlie Gardner, a Durham
Service Volunteer. "He used to be
our largest donor for a long time,

until his doctor said he couldn't
give blood anymore," she said.
Present at the dedication
last Friday were "about six Alpha
Phi sorority sisters and also four
UNH alumni," Stearns said. Many
others from around the state
seemed to share the view of the
Red Cross and came to Manchester
to honor her, gathering in a large
tent on the house grounds. One
Durham Red Cross member
present said, ''The tent was packed
with people. We couldn't fit
anymore."

students were the heart of the
campus. But "a heart is just a
muscle, and it needs a stimulus.
The faculty is that stimulus."
James Yakovakis, the
chair of the board of trustees,
reaffirmed the board's hope in
helpingtoimprovethe University.
Chancellor
Van
Ummersen called the University
fortunate to have such a
distinguished faculty and staff.
Awards were given out
at the end of the ceremony.
Teaching excellence awards were
given to Patricia Bedker, assistant
professor of animal nutritional
sciences; Alice Crow-Seidel,
associate professor of occupational
therapy; Joseph Durocher,
associate professor of hotel
administration; Rochelle Lieber,
associate professor of English;

Howard Mayne, associate
professor of chemistry; Thomas
Newkirk, professor of English;
Peggy Vagts, associate professor
of music; and Karla Vogel,
instructor
of
computer
information systems.
The award for excellence
in research was given to Dennis
Chasteen, professor of chemistry.
The award for excellence
in public service was given to
William Wetzel, Forbes professor
of management.
Outstanding faculty
awards were received by Howard
Mayne, associate professor of
chemistry, and David Watters,
associate professor of English.
The
Distinguished
Professor Award was received PY
Richard Strout, professor of animal
and nutritional sciences.

CONVOCATION, from page 1
Nitzschke announced that
on October 15, Vice President of
Academic Affairs Walter Eggers
will take$100,000from the UNH
budget and distribute it to the
departments of the University
to assist operations.
This is not a large
amount of money to spread
across the entire campus,
Nitzschke said, but he added
that it would hopefully maintain
operations for a short amount of
time, until a long term plan for
improving operating budgets
could be established.
Nitzschke said that a
study of operating budgets,
which would establish longterm resources for University
departments, would be
concluded by the end of the fall
semester.

Nitzschke announced
that the University System of New
Hampshire will be working on a
plan to solve the parking problem,
and that a plan to provide
sufficient parking on campus will
be submitted by USNH Chancellor
Claire Van Ummersen by the end
of this semester.
Nitzschke also said that
the University .needed a plan to
help prepare for anyrecisions that
may occur in the future.
Instead ofbeing a burden
to the state economy, the
University
wants to be a
solution to the state's economic
problems by helping to bring in
more revenues, Nitzschke said.
Increasing research
would be one way of doing this,
said Nitzschke, because it would
bring new research grants to the

University. However, Nitzschke
emphasized that UNH would not
become a research school at the
expense of teaching.
Nitzschke pointed out
thattheentirecampuscommunity
had a special obligation to make
the University run efficiently once
again.
Also
speaking at
Convocation was Donald Green,
chairperson of the academic senate
and professor of biochemistry,
who expressed his hopes for the
coming year. Green described
Nitzschke as "an energetic leader"
and complimented him on his
ability to · bring the campus
together in just a few short weeks.
Brian McCabe, student
body president, analyzed the
relationship between the students
and the faculty. McCabe said that

BUILDING, from page 5
''The academic buildings
are likely to be built at sometime
inthenotsodistantfuture,across
the tracks," said Azzi.
According to Thomas
Fairchild, the dean of Life
SciencesandAgriculture,oneof
the highlights of this new center
would be having the various
biological science departments
under one roof.
"With this new facility
things would be configured in
such a way that more
interdepartmental science
research
would
be
accomplished," said Fairchild.

The biological science
facilities are currently spread
among six buildings: Spaulding,
Nesmith, Taylor,Pettee,Jamesand
Kendall Halls. This new center
would create extra space on
campus, enabling some of these
"old buildings to be used for new
uses", according to Azzi. The
specific uses ·of these buildings is
still undetermined.
"It has been a long time
since any research labs were built
for the bio-sciences," said Azzi.
Nesmith,oneofthethree
original buildings on campus and

built in 1894, is in definite need of
repairs. Spaulding was built in
the late 1950's, with greater
emphasis on the teaching labs
instead of the research labs.
"PE;ople
need
to
understand how much of an
explosion of knowledge in bioscience has occurred in a 20 or 30
year period. Facilities can be
antiquated," said Fairchild.
According to Fairchild,
having good facilities is essential
to attracting and maintaining
qualified professors.
"In this college, the

number one thing that attracts a
biologist or not is their ability to
make a difference or do work
appropriately. Very often the
support that we (the institution)
are able to provide is most
important, especially as far as the
equipment," said Fairchild.
Fairchild said that for 4
out of 5 faculty, the support that a
University provides through its
resources is more important than
the actual salary.
'1f the situation (at UNH)
doesn't improve over the next few
years, we are really going to lose

and not be able to hire or retain
(faculty)," said Fairchild.
According to Fairchild,
the building of the bio-science
center would help UNH in
competing for grants.
"It is beneficial in
competing for dollars if the
institution has the right facilities
for research," said Fairchild.
According to Azzi, in
addition to providing better
facilities, the center would also
enable UNH to accommodate
more students in the biological
sciences.
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Gree ns:
By Colleen Murphy
News Reporter
Wednesday night nearly
thirty students and members of
the community gathered in
Hamilton Smith Hall to hear Guy
Chichester expound the electoral
platform of the New Hampshire
Greens. Chichester is the political
party's gubernatorial candidate
for the 1990 state elections to be
held on November 6.
The New ·Hampshire
Greens are a grassroots, activist
group, which, in 1984, sprung
from the anti-nuclear mqvement
in New Hampshire. It was
originally founded to bring about
environmental change through
local politics.
The group's scope has
evolved and, in addition to
supporting preservation of the
environment, it now endorses
issues favoring social equality,
freedom of choice, peace,
democratic
decentralized
government, non-violence, and a
progressive income tax.
More than 300 local
Green organizations exist
throughoutthe United States, each
with its own regional agenda of
activities. The total membership
between all of the groups is
somewhere between thirty and
forty thousand.
The Greens have
nominated Guy Chichester to run
for governor, and Chris Hanson,
Stuart Liederman, Chuck Marecic,
Roy Morrison, and Lucy Wyman
to run for state representative.
Theirs is the first statewide"green" ticket to be included
in state election in the U.S.
The platform of the N .H.
Greens is divided into four areas
of prioritized action; ecology,
social justice, cooperative
economy, and grassroots
democracy.
The main focus of the
environmental aspect of the
campaign is both to establish a
state energy authority which
would phase out the use of all

The new political platform
for1990

fossil fuels and toxic chemicals in which "to achieve an effective political influence in the hands of
industry and in the home, and voice outside the political, local government.
In addition, if Chichester
shut down the Seabrook nuclear bureaucratic process."
receives at least three percent of
grassroots
"The
power plant. A "solar based
renewable energy system" is cited movement is an independent the public vote in the election for
/ by the Greens as an alternative, alternative to the two party governor, the N.H. Greens party
would be in a position to be
system," Chichester said.
efficient source of energy.
recognized by the state of N.H. as
Local town meetings, not
In the area of social
equality, the Greens prioritize unlike those popular in the a "full-fledged party," said
"workingtoendallformsofsocial eighteenth century, and a two-year Chichester.
So, even if the Greens do
hierarchy and domination - term for legislative officers are two
sexism, racism, ageism, class ideas that the Greens would like not win the election, it would not
a
be
exploitation,
complete
repressive
loss. The
treatment of
party ·w ould
children, and
be firmly
so forth."
"I think it (the Greens) is the only
establishing
A
itself
cooperative
choice. The Democrats and Republicans
politically
economy,
have become the same centralized
and could
based upon,
the
raise
among other
monolithic entity.. .! think an alternative is
consciousness
a
things,
of the public
necessary. In this election, it's important to
progressive
to the issues
income tax,
show that there is a (Greens) movement."
it
which
which would
supports.
effect
in
Matthew Gross, a UNH sophomore who
steeply
attended the platform speech
Chichester
graduate
believesthat
at
levels
e
h
t
w h i C h
"consevative"
can
incomes
state of politics of late is due, in
be taxed, is another of the group's to see enacted in their plan to repart, to the fact that "only 46
priorities. This would allot funds structure state government . .
percent of the people in this
In light of the fact that
for education and social services.
According to the NH. the N.H. Greens purport to be country vote regularly and are in a
Greens electoral platform, a founded upon the idea of holding pattern. The other half
progressive tax would be imposed decentralized government, one has decided that they don't want
"on the one percent of people might be prompted to wonder if, that kind of a process and they're
whose own wealth exceeds one in fact, the Greens sponsoring a waitingforsomethingtohappen."
The N.H. Greens believe
N.H.
the
in
candidate
million dollars."
are that something, and
they
that
a
not
Chichester stated that gubernatorial race was
is a substantially
there
if
that
terms.
in
contradiction
these
of
any
of
the mechanism
According to Chichester, increased voting turn-out at the
reforms would be a decentralized
government, one which is it is, on the contrary, an polls, they have a shot at winning
"empowering at the local level, opportunity to "disempower the the election.
The Greens are not, and
of
wing
depends upon the local administrative
empowering of decision making, government." In other words, if will not, actually canvass
and is, in its own way, truly a the Greens were to establish neighborhoods throughout the
themselves as a political party by state of New Hampshire to
government of the people;"
scroungeforvotesintheupcoming
winning the gubernatorial race,
very
the
is
This objective
core of all of the party's social they could initiate a looser election. Rather, they are hoping
goals, for, according to Chichester, interpretation of the role of the to be brought to the public eye via
it is the only viable method by governor, by placing the real the media.

Recently, Chichester
reportedly cut down one of the
siren poles surrounding the
Seabrook nuclear power plant
with a chainsaw as a statement
against the plant's plans to go into
full operation. He was indicted on
the charge of criminal mischief and
is scheduled to stand on trial on
November 5, ironically, the day
before the gubernatorial election.
When asked if his stunt
was a ploy for name recognition in
the media, Chichester stated, "I
had no idea at the time that we
(the Greens) would even be
running candidates."
He continued, "It was a
high act of civic responsibility ...
symbolizing the lack of selfdetermination of our people. I say
thatthose siren poles are America's
Berlin Wall and that at some time
they all have to come down."
"We are going to change
perceptions and understandings,"
said Chichester.
Matthew Gross, a UNH
sophomore who attended the
platform speech commented, "I
think it (the Greens) is the only
choice. The Democrats and
Republicans have become the
same centralized monolithic
entity.. .1 think an alternative is
necessary. In this election, it's
important to show that there is a
(Greens) movement."
"I don't know about the
probability of their success in the
election, but it's important that
this is happening," said another
UNH sophomore, Mike Burns.
from
activist
An
Portsmouth, Brent Levitt
predicted, "If Chichester were to
get enough public canvassers to
getthewordoutthereforhimand
get people to vote, then he'd be a
shoe-in.'r .
The next meeting of the
local chapter of the Greens, the
Great Bay Greens, is to be held
Wednesday, October 10 in Lee.

'Ifie Whittemore Sclioo[
is accepting intercollege transfer applications between
September 24 and September 28. Information and applications
are available at the group meetings scheduled below:

The New
Hampshire is
always looking
for good
reporters
Stop by Rm. 151 in the
MUB for more info.

Monday, September 24, 9:00-9:30am (McC 306)
Tuesday, September 25, 3:30-4:00pm (McC 312)
Wednesday, September 26, 9:00-9:30 am (McC 306)
Thursday, September 27, 1:00-1:30pm (McC 312)
Friday, September 28, 9:00-9:30am (McC 306)

Whittemore J'Ldvising Center/McConne[[
862-3885
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The New
Hampshire is
looking for a few
creative and
responsible
photographers.
If you possess
these qualities,
stop by.
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Ultimate Frisbee Demands Respect
Battles with sport ritles
By Stephanie K. Dueger
News Reporter

The Ultimate Frisbee team
is being pulled in many directions.
They can either become
a recreational sport and abide by
what they consider stringent rules,
or they can remain a non-rec sport
and confront the hassle of trying
to find a place to practice.
Becoming a rec sport
involves complying to many
university rules. The rules are
imposed because all teams
represent the University in their
games. Included in these rules are
having a coach or a non-peer
advisor, driving to and from the
games in University vans, and
obeying the no-alcohol policy.
Chris Langmeyer,
captain of the Ultimate Frisbee
team, says his team and the rec
sports department are en "shaky
grounds."
According
to
Langmeyer, the frisbee team
members want to retain their
relaxed attitude toward the game,
keep driving to the games in
member cars, and be able to stay
overnight where they play, like
they have been doing as a non-rec
sport. They feel that having to
abide by the University rules

would infringe on this outlook.
The team also wants to be
guaranteed a field to practice on,
which Langmeyer says the
department wouldn't seem to give
them.
"We' re offering a service
to the teams," said Director of Rec
Sports Lynn Heyliger. "We give
them uniforms, partial funding,
secretarial
services,
transportation, and the right to
usethe University name. They are
treated just like any University
team: the benefits far outweigh
doingtheirownthing."However,
Heyliger said, there is a large
numberofrec sports and receiving
a field at the time requested is not
always possible.
"We have looked into
becoming a rec sport twice now,"
said
Langmeyer.
"[The
department] doesn't make it very
easy for us."
According to Heyliger,
the task of becoming a rec sport is
not difficult. It requires the
submissionofareasonablerequest
to become a rec sport, and the
compliance to the University rules.
If there is enough interest in the
sport(12ormorepeople)and there

is a facility for the team to use,
they are granted their request.
Team member Ed
Leshem says the players
"definitely don't want to become
a rec sport because the rules are
ridiculous."
However, finding a place
to practice a non-rec sport is next
toimpossible.Theteamclaimsthat
even when there is a free field at
the University they can't use it.
Thecostofrentingoneofthefields
for
any
non-rec,
nonintercolliegiate sport runs about
$300 a day.
Many years after the first
Ultimate Frisbee team's dismissal
as a rec sport for the use of alcohol,
Heyliger says she would like to
see the team come back.
"The department's door
is open," said Heyliger, " ...but they
must abide by the rec sport rules."
The team has been using
Newmarket High School fields.
Although the enthusiasm was
lacking in team members,
Langmeyer said they may just
have to look into the idea of
becoming a rec-sport again.
''Wehavenoplacetogo,"
Langmeyer said. "We need a place
to practice."
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Freshmen
Voters
On Monday, September 23rd

Student Senate
will hold another Election for
Freshmen Senators.

PLEASE - VOTE
AGAIN!

Fall is here and it's time for
sweaters and mittens!! ·
photo Ben Frazier, Photo Editor
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Commu nication
Helped With
Softwar e
By Nancy Walters
News Reporter
This fall UNH began its
second year with a new computer
system. This system allows offices
across the campus to share
information, and should result in
faster refunds and improved
services for students.
The new system replaced
software that has been used for
more than 14 years. "Our old
system was no longer functioning
and there was no support for it.
We were one of two organizations
in the entire country still using the
system," said Bob Berry, manager
of business operations.
When it was decided a
new system was needed, a project
t<'a m with representatives from
r11 0st campus offices was
appointed by Gordon Haaland,
UNH president at that time. The
project team researched and tested
computer software systems and
decided that "BANNER," by
Computer
and
Systems
Technology, Inc., would be best
forUNH.
Reardon,
Maureen
coordinator of administrative
computing, said that BANNER

({lniversity
Photo (ja{{ery

"wa$ the best buy for the money''
and also "the most efficient for
our university atmosphere."

The benefits for the
University are that all offices have
access to complete student records.
This means the billing office can
look at a student's schedule instead
of only billing information, which
was the case with the old system.
This system is also faster.
"Student refunds that used to take
two weeks now take four days,"
said Judy Johnson, an accounting
clerk.
Problems with BANNER
have been minor. '1t has taken a
long time to get used to the
system," said Dotty Robertson,
Supervisor of Student Loans.
Berry agreed, and said, 'There are
always bugs and unknowns with
a new system, but the transition
has been smooth.
The BANNER
system has been slowly
implemented and is now in full
operation. Reardon said all is going
exceptionally well with the system.
Berry added, "The change to a
new system has been transparent
to students, and that's our goal."

CAMP, from page 3
very well" for school and point of that was."
was "very positive." He said he
Camp executive John
was not offended by the flashing Kelliher acknowledged that the
incident. "You sort of have to committee may not have approved
take it as a joke," Schmitt re- of some "minor details" about
sponded.
Camp, but stated that "college is
He added that counsel- not a pipe dream. We try to porors "made it very clear" that if tray it the way it is. You're not
campers were "offended at all or going to go to a party and never
didn't like any part of the pro- have people trying to pick you
gram, they [the counselors] up."
wanted to know about it."
'1'vetried to get my mom
Sophomore Danielle to come [to camp]," he added. "I
Ravenelle attended Camp in 1989 ·know my actions wouldn't be any
and found it "a worthwhile pro- different if she were there."
gram", though she described the
If SOCB should decide
counselors as "too self-involved." to revoke Camp's recognition as a
She thought none of the activities student organization, effectively
were sexist or demeaning but paralyzing the organization, Kelthey were "rude"and may have liher concluded, "they'll be losing
offended some people.
something that's very special on
She thought the Camp this campus." While Sanborn
program should continue but acknowledged "significant imshould work harder to stress that provement" in the "overall cliexcessive partying, rudeness and mate" of Camp, he stated that
sexist behavior are "not positive "lapses" in vulgarity and nudity
things."
at Camp this year "will make it
Though not offended by impossible for the administration
the flashing, Ravenelle com- to offer support for the future."
mented "I had no idea what the

1

Mi~ !Fisli.
Staff Pliotograplier
We're
turning
overa
new
leaf in
the

woods.

The award-winning restaurant at the New
England Center now has a new name:
the woods.
Walk into the woods and you'll discover
a new seasonal menu, a terrific Sunday
Brunch (named Best Brunch in New
Hampshire by New Hampshire Profiles
magazine!), and delicious Sunset Specials,
served daily from 5:30 p.m.
In our wine bar, you can sample fine wines
by the glass from the most varied wine list
in the state. Sip your favorite beer or cocktail. Or nibble on tempting hors d'oeuvres
and sandwiches.
So turn over a new leaf, and come see us
often. For reservations, call (603) 862-2815.

arking Notice
Steve Larson hopes there
is light at the end of the dark
tunnel that has become the UNH
parking problem. According to
Larson faculty and staff permits
are being distributed. Ticketing
hasbeguninthoselotsreserved
for faculty and staff.
Larson said permits

for commuters and residents
will be distributed starting
Monday. During the switchover to the new parking policy,
Larson said he has been fielding
20-40 calls per day on the
situation.
'1t' skilling us in terms
of time," said Larson.

t

s

restaurant and wine bar
At
15

Center
England
New
the
Strafford Avenue, Durham, NH
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MIDDLE EAST, from page 2
the draft and activate
should be willing to at least proall reserve forces."
vide economic support. And if
As for the possibilphysical fighting breaks out, and
ity of women in combat,
it's necessary, I think thP Soviet
Canedy said that "women
Union should provide-backup."
have a crucial role in the
However, Dr. Voll sees a
armed forces."
possible problem in a more global
"But as for a fronteffort. "The United States has a
line combat role, I think they
tendency, once it gets everyone
should stay in the backtogether, to not want a joint comground," he added.
mand and a joint enterprise," Dr.
Major Wilkinson
Voll said. "The Americans have
said that this has been the case.
been unwilling to let American
"The army does not
troops and American equipment
have any women in the tradibe commanded by anybody else.
tional combat arms branches,
"And this, I think, is a
and I doubt that there will be
mistake."
an effort to put them in comThe history professor
bat," said the major.
believes that with the end of the
Erin Crowley, a sencold war,itisconceivablethateven
ior political science major and . Soviet and American forces can be
president of the Model United
brought together under a joint
Nations, doesn't think this is
command.
righ~.
"The force that stops this
"If they're not being
aggression, or deters it, really
allowed to fight, they're not
needs to be an international force,"
being given the chance to
Dr. Voll declared, adding that this
prove they can do it," she said.
would refute accusations of
Crowley also thinks
American imperialism.
that there should be more of a
However, the professor
global effort to resolve the
does have hope for a peaceful
crisis.
solution if the U.S. become more
"The sanctions are a
flexible.
good beginning," Crowley
"I think that we have
stated, "But I think Japan, who
options that are possible for us to
imports 100% of their oil,
accept, without having to face ei-

ther the stark alternatives of caving in to Saddam Hussein, or absolutely eliminating Iraq from the
face of ::-1e world," he said. "What
we've got are certain lines of policy where I think we can stand
firm in principle, but not so absolutely that there can't be progress
toward a settlement."
"The United States
should have, as a very, very high
priority, the avoidance of any
major military action," he added.
"A military action should be an
absolutely last resort.
"A major military strike
by the United States, while there
are still a lot of U.S. males there, is
simply giving them a death sentence."
If military action does
become necessary, Major Wilkinson is confident the Army will be
up to the challenge.
"We have commissioned
some of the brightest and best kids
the Army's ever seen," the major
declared. "AndtheArmytodayis
so far superior to the Army of
twentyyearsago, thatthere's very
little comparison."
"Overall, this is probably the best military that this nation has seen in many, many, many
decades," he added.
In closing, Dr. Voll

CONGRATULATIONS TO
THE THETA PLEDGE CLASS
OF ALPHA PHIi
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Sarah Angell
Jennifer Andrews
T.C. Bagshaw
Lisa Barriault
Brook Bassett
Dawn Benson
Laura Blanchette
Cara Conaty
Marian Colannino
Tammy D'Aloia
Liz Daly
Carin Davidson
Julie Desautels
Tracy Dunne
Heather Eatough
Sheila Fabrizio
Lisa Francescan
Alison Goldwater
Kerry Graham
Deb Haras
Jen Harrison
Megan Haseltine
Amy Henderson
Kathy Lee
Tricia LeFebvre
Andrea Leydon
Jenn ifer Loveitt
Julie McGovern
Michele Moran
Melissa Mullin

Kate Neavolls
Heather Pennell
Kristin Rao
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Lisa Riley
Karen Schofield
Jill Schafer
Wendy Skinner
Kimberly Squires
Kristy Stetson
Melanie Taylor
Kim Tomaberelli
Shannon West
Sarah Wilson
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thought it was important for Americans to understand the reluctance of many Arabs to take
sides against Hussein.
"We have to remember
the historical context," he said.
"Virtually every country in the
Middle East is a new state which
achieved its independence by finally, after a long sort of nationalist struggle, getting rid of Western
European troops."
The professor pointed
out that British troops went to
Egypt in 1882 to temporarily provide stability in the area, and
remained there for the next 75
years.
"And French troops had
to be forced out [of Syria] after a
series of rebellions and revolts,
and so on," explained Dr. Voll.
"And so that the idea of having
foreign troops occupying Arab
territory is scary for most Arabs."
"[There are] people who
believe that they would rather be
conquered by a brother Arab than
run the risk of having another fifty
years of foreign occupation, and
that's where you get a lot of the
popular, on-the street sentiment
that is somewhat in favor of Saddam Hussein."
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SPRINKLER, from page 5
in dormitories.
Currently,
the
Undergraduate Apartment
Complex, the minidorms,
Congreve South and Smith Hall
are among the University
residences that already have
sprinklers installed. Sprinklers
are also being built into the new
dormitory complex behind Alot.
The proposed ordinance
comes at a time of increased
attention to fire safety for both
on and off-campus student
housing.
Last year in McLaughlin
Hall, a quic.k-moving fire spread
from the first floor to the room
above, doing heavy damage. Last

week a candle on a wicker clothes
hamper caused a small fire in a
room in Congreve Hall. Earlier
this month at University of
California at Berkeley, a fire at Phi
Kappa Sigma fraternity killed
three.
"It'snotaquestionofwhether
its going to happen. The question
is when it's going to happen,"
Hoffman said.
The reason the fire in
Congreve was reported so quickly
was that the smoke detector went
off in the room and was heard by
the RA across the hall. "Right there
(smoke detectors) paid off,"
Hoffman said.
"The next step is sprinklers,"
Hoffman said.

According to Hoffman,
several fraternities and sororities
already have sprinkler systems
in their houses. Although the cost
is high I for installing sprinkler
systems, Hoffman said insurance
companies offer reductions for
installing them.
"Insurance companies will
give a 50 percent discount on
property insurance. They're
looking at property and liability.
They'relookingatthedollarsand
cents side," Hoffman said.
'1t'sfeasible," said Hoffman.
"Why not get this level of safety
if the insurance company will
pay for it?"
According to Hoffman,
many structural problems in

older fraternity, sorority and
apartment buildings leave a high
threat for fire.
In a report by the National Fire
Protection Association from 19751986, 15 reported fatal fraternity
and sorority fires resulted in 23
deaths and 69 injuries. In 1964, a
fire in UNH' s Pi Kappa Alpha killed
two.
"Fires happen. They're not that
uncommon. They can be
prevented," Hoffman said.
In a recent publication by
Factory Mutual, an insurance
grader, a recent ten-year period had
175 reported fires in college dorms
in the U.S. and Canada, which
caused 63 deaths and $17,000,000
in property damage. One hundred-

sixty-six fires were discovered by
occupants or passersby, resulting
in 62 deaths and an average loss of
$133,000. Eight fires were detected
by automatic detections systems,
resulting in one death with an
average loss of $35,000. One fire
was d_etected by automatic
sprinklers, resulting in no deaths
and a loss of $1,000.
Hoffman added that once
sprinklers are installed, some ~ther
safety regulations are relaxed. In
some cases, different wall covering
can be used (such as plywood),
construction can use longer
hallways, and stairwells don't
need to be enclosed.

'Wou{cf you

KINNEAR, from page 9
position as Vice President.
Concerning the issue of
WUNH
and
complaints
surrounding the playing of songs
which contained profanity,
Kinnear maintains that he did
not threaten to, or want to, revoke
WUNH's License.
According to Kinnear, he
told the management of WUNH
that there were two things could
result if they continued to play
songs that contained profanity.

~•♦•v

If you would
like to place a
personal stop
by Rm. 1108,
MUB
862-1323

The first was that the
broadcast of WUNH might be
discontinued by the University if
the profanity was not stopped.
However, this did not mean
revoking their FCC license to
operate, because only the FCC
would have been able to do so.
Kinnear said that the second
possibility was that they would
have to worry about the next
annual FCC relicensing of WUNH
and "future generations of

,..

Happy
21st
Melissa
...

...

students being permanently
deprived of having a radio
station."
Another issue during
Kinnear' s interim presidency was
that of the future possibility of
the merging of the UNH and
Durham Police forces.
Kinnear said that there is no
plan to merge the two at present,
but that the town of Durham and
UNH are considering the results
of a study done on the subject.

Write for
The New
.Hampshire.

CiKf, to put in
a persona{ or
a c{assifiec£ ?
Stop by the

BUSINESS
OFFICE
RoomllOB, MUB
or call 862-1323
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BUDGET, from page 3
Several classes in the College of Life Sciences and Agriculture (LS&A) now require the
students to pay special course
fees, which help the departments
meet the increased costs involved
with the higher enrollment.
Fairchild said that, because
of the current budget situation,
the departments under LS&A are
being forced to collect higher
course fees than they would like
to. He added that, "most of our
faculty would rather increase
[course] fees, than do a second
rate job."
William Condon, chairman
of the department of Animal and
Nutritional Sciences, does not
like the idea of having course
fees at all. "Twelve years ago we
didn't have [course fees]," Condon said, comparing the current
situation to a time when the
budget was, as he said, "virtually the same."
William Mautz, chairman of
the department of Forest Resources, credited course fees with

making it possible to maintain
some of the classes within his
department.
Most students questioned
were understanding about the
course fees and felt that if th(.. fees
helped tomaintainorimprove the
classes, they were acceptable.
· One student put the course
fees into perspective when he said
that his LS&A classes require fewer
books than many classes in the
College of Liberal Arts. Even with
the course fee, the typical cost for
books and supplies for a LS&A
class is still less than those for a
liberal arts or engineering class.
Another area that is strongly
affected by the budget is the faculty of LS&A.
"Fortunately," said Fairchild,
"we haven't had to rely as heavily
on full time faculty [when compared to other colleges]." He cited
seniors and graduate students
involved in research and teaching
assistantships as a major reason
for that statement.
While Fairchild said that

through a re-allocation of funds
the salaries of returning faculty
members were able to be increased, he also said that, ''we've
had to putt},,.. .; luring of seven new
facultymembersonho ld,and that
puts more of a strain on the current faculty."
The added academic strain
coupled with the limited budget
is, as Condon said, "having a very
negative effect on the attitude of
the faculty." It is also his belief
that the faculty would not be
having the upcoming vote on
whether or not to unionize, had
there been higher morale, but he
understands the concerns of the
faculty, regarding the union-vote.
Mautz said that the low morale also stems from the way in
which faculty view support for
their department as support for
themselves - when the department is viewed as being "neglected" and/or not receiving
resources that it needs, morale
declines. Mautz wonders ''how
long [his administration] can keep

spirits up," among the faculty.
In efforts to continue research,
there has been what Fairchild
termed a "significant increase in
outside support," such as grants
and endowments. However,
Mautz cautions that outside funding is for research, and usually can
not be used for instructional purposes, except in areas where the
research is particularly relevant to
the subject matter.
Lubow also cautioned that
grants also have certain overhead
costs associated with them, that
the department's budget must pay
for. An example that was given
was that while a grant pays for the
research, it does not pay for an
office, the building, electricity or
other necessary items.
According to Mautz, the
department of Forest Resources
has become "more active in soliciting funds from alumni," as those
funds can be used to help improve
the curriculum.
Mautz stressed that his department has not been "hung out

to dry." The vice president's office has helped the Forest Resources department to pay for
increased class sections.
President Dale Nitzschke
announced Tuesday, in the convocation ceremonies, that on October 15, a check for $100,000 will
be presented to the office of vice
president for Academic Affairs, to
allocate to departments to help
with their budgets.
When questioned whether or
notthe college of LS&A was given
any special consideration when
the budget was being drafted,
because of the University's heritage as a land-grant, agriculturalbased school, Fairchild simply said
that no special consideration was
given,andadded that "we haven't
escaped [the budget] '$en compared to anyone else."
Aside from increased course
fee~, no direct affects should be
felt by the students in the near
future, but Mautz said "the uncertainty of funding is frustrating."

Write for THE NEW HAMPSH IRE!
Stop by Rm. 151 in the MUB for
n,ore info.

BRIDGING THE GAP

Monday, Sepllllmber 24
Beverage Bar
11 am-2pm . Hamilton Smith HaU

Living wtth Aid• -presenlation by a person who is HIV positive as
a resul1 of IV drug use
12noon, CarrolVBelknap Room, MUS

Buated --time with an undercover Pollice Officer , Sgt. Paul Dean,
Ashland Police Dept. , 12 noon, Carrolt1Belknap Room, MUS

-- film on alcohol and its impact on the
What' ■ Running Your Lite
life of college students
4pm, Carroll/Belknap Room, MUS

UN I VE R S I TY OF NE W HAMPSHIR E

Saul O Sidore Memorial Lecture Series
Fall 1990
Futu re Directio ns for Planet Ea rth

Drlnldng, Smoking & Drug• --a film on the effects of alcohol and
oher drugs on pregnancy and newborns
4pm , Carroll/Belknap Room , MUS

Thuraday, September 27
Beverage Bar
11am-2pm, Kingsbury Hall

Beverage B•
4·6 pm, StiHings Dining HaH
--a demonstration of how alcohol
Alcohol: Are You In Control
effects body and behaviof; 7pm, Strafford Room, MUS

"The U.S. Stake in the
Global En vironment"

"Ending Wo rld Hunger:
Halfivay There"

l)r. J.1ckh,hnl.ll1
Rl·,, .1rch ( 'rn1,1
H.1mpto11 . \·,r~ini.1

l)r :\ om1.111 ,\ll·n,
( ht,,rd , l-11~l.1 11d

l)r. Ro hl'rt K.1tn
Hnlll n L' 11 11LT,tt1
l'rm 1,kt1cl', Rl1<1~k J,l.111d

~:\ ',;\ I .•1111,k:1

Monday, September 24, 1990
L'niH-r,i 11· uf ~ "' I l.1111p,hir, ,11
,\l.111 ch,,1n
+00 Co111111crci.1l ~trl' L' I, Dm111 1m111
( ',1 mp 11 ,
:\udi 1<>ri11111 Room 30 I

Tuesday, September 25, 1990

Thursday, November 8, 1990
l '11i1LT,t11 "f:-;"' H .1 1111" h ir,,
l)urh.1111
l·. llilltl :\ lu111111 ( c·11tLT, I92:'i Room

Monday, November 26, 1990
l' 11 i1n,in ot' :-;c•\\ H .1111 1" h irc· .
l)11rh.1111
1- llilll! :\ lu 111 111 ( rn1n. I 92 :'i Rllll lll

All Lectures at 7:00 r .M.

Seplember 25
Facu lty and Staff Program
Llfll on Campua 9am & 1 pm

/adult Chlldrwi of Alcohollca Panel
12 noon, Senate Room, MUS

11 am

Lael Call- •a sobering look at alcohol use and abuse through new
Vaudville Theater. Perfam ers: Bill Ro&& & Brian Smith
7pm , MUB Pub
Friday, Septermer 28
Recovering Addlc11 Panel
12noon, Carroll/Belknap Room , MUB
Coffee Houae
featuring folk &inger, Rache Albert
8pm MUS Pub, &pon&aed by SCOPE

Driving and Drlnkln: the ToN ■, the Teare
4 pm, CarrolVBelknap Room, MUB
Beverage Bar
4-6 pm, Hudcleston Hall
Liquor & Your LOYe Life
8:30 pm, McLaughlin Hall Programs

All lectures are free and open to the public. The coordinator for the 1990-199 I scr.ics is
Professor Robert Harriss of the Institute for the Study of Earth, Oceans, and Space ,md
the Department of Earth Scienc('S.

Judging of Realdence Hall Bulledn Board Conbllat
6pm

Tue■day,

Beverage Bar
4-6 pm, Huddleston Hall

L' 11i1n,i1 r of ~ L'\\ H .1111p, hirl'.
J)urh ,1111
l-. llio11 :\ l11 11111 i Cnl! LT, 192:'i R"',111

Bewrage Bar
4-6pm , Philbrook Hall

Liquor and Your Love Life
8:30 pm, Hunter Hall

1Oam & 2pm
Recovery Panel
How to ldendfy & Aaelat Drug-Troubled lndlvlduala
&3pm Carroll/Belknap Room , MUS

Chun & Sober- •a criticaUy acclaimed film on addiction , effect& of
the brain
4pm , Carroll/Belknap Room, MUB

Addlcdon and Recovery Panel
8:30 pm, Hubbard Hall

"Global Alert: The Ozone
Pollution Crisis "

Liquor & Your Love Life
8:30 pm , Stoke HaN

Wedn•itay, Seplllmber 26
Beverage B•
10 am• 3 pm, TASk Open House

Spon&<>red by the Division of Student Affairs; Studen1 Senate:
Office of Health Educa•on. Healh Servicec;; and Residential
Programs.
Special thank& to tie Counseling Center, tie MUS, SCOPE,
Benjamin'& University Police, Dining Servicec;, the UNH recovering
community, the Coleges of Engineering and Physical Sciences .,d
Liberal Arts, and Whittemore School of Business and Eoonomicc&.
This publication was produced by the UNH Sludent Altars
informal on Re&ources/Asses&meent Cenler, Seplember 1990.
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Rape Article: Our Mistake
Last Friday The New Hampshire
printed a page one story reporting that the
Strafford County Superior Court found
Douglas Bernard not guilty of raping
former UNH student Kimberly Ammon in
a Phi Kappa Theta bathroom in December
of 1988.
This is accurate. With our story we
printed several reactions from Bernard,
describing his elation at the decision, pl us
his version of what really happened that
night.
What is inexcusable is that we did
not print in this same page one story
reactions from Ammon when she learned
that Bernard would not be charged with
her alleged rape.
The responsibility of a newspaper is
to provide its readers first w:ith the facts of
a story and then with informed opinions
of both sides of the story. By printing
Bernard's comments solely, we implied to
our readers that we had an opinion about
the case, letting our readers infer that we
believed Bernard was not guilty.
Granted, there were reasons for the

story being written this way. Ammon's
name as an alleged rape victim was
confidential to us until long past press
deadline Thursday afternoon, and our
only access to comments from her earlier
that day were through an anonymous
Forum piece she had written, submitted
by a member of the SHARPP program.
Later that day we did learn
Ammon's name, and at this point our
paper should have called her to seek her
comments. It was not enough on our part
to print the Forum piece we were so
happy to be able to put her name on.
We were trying to deal with a
sensitive issue by respecting Ammon' s
original wish for anonymity, and came
off with a story that could.be viewed as
slanderous.
We are not alone in this error.
Foster's Daily Democrat committed the
same travesty Wednesday when
reporting this story. The paper ran a
front-page story headlined "Jury did not
believe her", in the same tactics of bad
journalism.
The story was filled solely with

comments from Ammon, discrediting the
jury's decision and telling the Seacoast
that Bernard lied and that our legal system
isn't to be trusted.
Perhaps Ammon was raped by
Doug Bernard. Perhaps she was the
victim of a horrible crime, who had to go
through the agony of testifying at her trial
- not once, but twice. Perhaps she was
raped, and the assailant is free to commit
the crime again.
Perhaps no rape took place.
Perhaps Ammon lied out of
embarrassment, concerning what
happened at Phi Kappa Theta, never
suspecting it' would go this far. But it did.
Perhaps Bernard is the victim, an innocent
man whose name is ruined - in N.H., at
least - who has been slandered and lied
about repeatedly; in court and in the
media.
There is a good chance that no one
will really know what happened at Phi
Kappa Theta that night. But there is one
certainty: There is no excuse for news
reporting that influences because of
negligence.
r1
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a problem.

Censorship
I
To the Editor:
I was deeply
concerned by Jonas Zoller' s
letter ("Censorship Analysis" -·
The New Hampshire
September 18, 1990) and felt
compelled to address the issue
at heart in his letter.
Regardless of what
you consider art to be, you
should know that very little of
our tax dollars, less than $1
per person, actually goes to
the National Endowment for
the Arts (NEA). If a few overzealous congressman have
their way, it will be a group of
politicians deciding what is
art. Considering some of them
are qualified to do the job they
are currently doing, how can
they possibly be qualified to
comment on what is or is not
art? As it is now, artists who
currently seek funding from
the NEA must sign a pledge
not to produce anything
obscene. Therefore, I find it
extremely hard to understand
how you can say that
"censorship is not the problem
here." Excuse me, but I think
that this is censorship and it is

think we should be~~~~······· ············ ..

Robert Mapplethorpe
them what they are doing with
was an artist who was funded
the rest of our money?
by the NEA. I had the
Don't be afraid of art
opportunity to see the exhibit
and don't be afraid to go
on the first day it opened in
against the opinion of a few
Boston at the ICA. It astounds
conservatives, but mostly don't
me that people feel driven to
allow censorship in the U.S.
comment on the Mapplethorpe
Marian Krueger
exhibit as a whole when they
have yet to see more than one
or two of the controversial
pictures. There was much more
than homo-erotic photographs
in that exhibit and everyone,
including the politicians,
knows that. I do not feel that I,
nor anyone else should have to To the Editor:
justify what is art. What I do
This letter is in
feel should be said is that no
response to Todd Grant's letter
one should have to tell me what in the September 18th issue of
is art and if I should be allowed The New Hampshire.
to see it.
I will most certainly
You don't need a
agree with Mr. Grant that my
knowledge or some profound
Forum article of September 14th
understanding of art to
was an act of frustration. But I
understand this issue. What one also believe it contained a
needs to posess is common
distinct message. My ambition
sense. Should we be told by
was that the article would be a
government what we can see,
catalyst for change, spurring
hear, read, etc.? That is the
dissent within WUNH. I had
issue. Besides, what is the true
hoped a DJ would stand up for
agenda of these politicians?
what is right. Even if that
They have successfully led
required risking his or her job.
conservative America into an
Maybe one DJ's
uproar over less than one dollar actions could lead to a concerted
of their tax dollars. Don't you
WUNH effort to get the

Censorship
II

·T;~~~;;···~~··~h;~~ ·ili·;;···~i;~•~❖.•=·=•=❖=•=·=·=;=·=·=·=•=❖=❖=•=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·•·❖••
on censorship. Maybe the
Trustees could take on the FCC.
Who knows? I realize this is an
extremely optimistic view, but
one has to start somewhere. I
fully understand it is an

• ...............................~ :
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Why Censorship Is An Issue Of Today
Editor's note: The following letter is
addressed to Jonas Zoller, in response
to a letter to the Editor that was printed
Tuesday the 18th.

Jonas Zoller
presented a very well
written analysis on
censorship. But as we
often find from our
teachers, a well written
piece of text can be
uninformative and
incorrect, all too often.
This letter is to express
the real and present
danger of censorship in
our country and on the
campus of UNH. I think
that you will find that it is
worth your concern, and
that the issue of
censorship is not a "trivial
crisis" at the University of
New Hampshire, and in
the United States of
America.
The other day I
received a sixty-page
survey from the Thomas
Jefferson Center for the
Protection of Free
Expression. The survey
was concluded on July
20th of this year, and was
released to the press this
past Friday in Washington
D.C.. Fifteen hundred
Americans were surveyed
on the First Amendment. I
would like to share some
of those findings.
The survey stated
that nearly a third of all

Americans believe that
protection of free spee ;h
under the Constitution
should not include the arts
and media, even though
the vast majority say the
government has no
business telling them what
views they may or may not
express as individuals.
Approximately
only 28 percent of tlle
people in our country, a
country that has been
founded on the First
Amendment, believed that ·
freedom of expression
should not carry over to
our nation's newspapers.
Does a newspaper
constitiute reading
material? Last time I
checked out a front page it
did. This is where a huge
contradiction lies. Twentyeight percent of Americans
feel that the U.S.
Constitution does not
cover freedom of
expression by newspapers,
but 94 percent said they
don't want to be told what
they can and cannot read.
Fifty-six percent of
, those surveyed believed
that if government kept
certain material off
network or cable
television, it would not
take away some personal
liberty.
This is not a
"trivial crisis" on the

By Bill W .T. Mautz

Do you believe that
freedom of the press should
cover newspapers?
yes:65.1%
no:27.6%
don't know: 6%
no opinion: 1.3%

If government kept
certain material off network or
cable television, do you feel it
would take away some of your
personal liberty?
yes: 40.3%
no: 56.2%
don't know:3%
no opinion : .5%

statistics courtesy of the Jefferson Center

campus of UNH, evident
by the problems WUNH
faces. They are undergoing
tremendous internal strain,
much of which we are
being kept in the dark with
at the moment. If WUNH
were to lose its air waves
because of the fact that
they play music by NWA,
2 Live Crew, or a number
of other modern artists,
will you be unopposed?
This is a real possibility, to
make this into a light issue
is narrow minded and
lacking insight. I ask
WUNH to let the students
know what is going on in
order to assist you in your
current efforts.
The survey
contains sixty pages of
facts like the above and I
welcome anyone to get in
touch with me to look over
it.
In the final
paragraph of Jonas Zoller' s
analysis, the topic of the
inadequacy of the people
taking a strong role in
protecting our freedom is
addressed. The question I
ask is: "What is Jonas
Zoller doing to promote a
different type of
'champion' for freedom ?"
Perhaps the time has come
where we become the
champions of freedom and
re-establish what our
country was founded on.

~!~!!~fft:~!~ff~ll~f ~~I

So What if George is still out fishing ? Write for the Fort1t.Il
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the carpet. But not i[ I can help
it.

letters
from
page 18

enormous task for a DJ, or
anyone for that matter, to stick
one's neck out this far. But I
would still do it. Unfortunately I
am not in a position to do so.
I believe some ideals
are worth fighting for, no matter
what the cost. This is where Mc
Grant and I differ. He wrote,
"Frankly, my pocket isn't deep
enough to finance Mr. Coy's
free speech campaign." Well,
frankly, my pockets aren't
either. But I wouldn't allow this
to stop me. Do you think Martin
Luther King, Jr. let finances
stand in the way of his battle
against injustice?
It seems there aren't
very many people willing to risk
everything for ideals anymore.
Not too many people like the
Founding Fathers. This may be
the way it is, so-called reality.
Idealism may get swept under

Kevin R. Coy
Sophomore
Idealist 'til the End
P.S. As for Mr. Grant's
inquiry about the nitty-gritty: I
requested Mojo Nixon's "I Ain't
Gonna Piss In No Jar," a song
about drug testing, and the
naughty word was FUCK. Also,
I would like to tell Mr. Grant
that I would be greatful for his
contribution to my upcoming
letter to the FCC.

·In
Criticism
of Forum
To the Editor:
The purpose of a forum
is to openly discuss public
matters and current questions.
The history surrounding the

University Forum article "Not
Guilty does not mean Innocent"
is of a personal flavor which
became a public matter by its
emotional consistency and its
social implications. The on~sided nature of the article brings
up several important questions.
First, how should
society view a verdict of noi
guilty? If you had a younger
sister (let's say 18) and you
found out that she was going to
date or was dating a male who
had been on trial for rape, how
would you react? On the other
side of the coin, if you were a
male and you discovered that
the female you have dated once
or twice had accused someone
of rape, how would you react?
Secondly, how does
our justice system really work?
Does justice prevail a high
percentage of the time for most
people? I have been in court
before as a prosecution witness
and I can tell you that the
defense attorney was a shit head.
He tried to rip me apart and
force me to loose my demeanor,
which I did not. I wanted to rip

his head off. The prosecutor had
as much ambition as a traffic
cop on valium and the
University police officer that
also testified didn't even know
the parking permit laws that he
was supposed to enforce. To this
day I don't know what happened
to the defendant because the
case was adjourned to a later
date.
Kimberly, you wrote "I
cannot condemn the defense
attorney .. .it is his job to defend
his client." You go on to say that
he had " ... no reservations about
calling you a liar." and that
" ... my every word was then
twisted and tailored to fit the
defense's desired effect~ .. ". If
you were violated, you have
every right to condemn the
defense attorney and call him a
scum. I am not that religious,
but I do have morals; that is why
I could never be an defense
attorney.
Third and lastly, What
responsibility does TNH have
with respect to the structure of
its forum section? Many people

read the University Forum each
week. Here you have printed an
article which is infinitely biased
to one side, hardly a case of
public discussion. Was the
defendant given a chance to
respond? The article claims guilt
for a person who was found not
guilty by twelve jurors. An
article which carries this much
weight should have been
accompanied by a statement
from the Forum Editor. Are the
views of TNH the same as the
author?
In closing I have two
messages. First, the University
Forum is not meant to fill the
pages of TNH with worthless
babble, letters about the parking
situation can do that easily.
TNH must realize that what they
print has a profound impact
upon the community and
people's lives. Secondly, even
when you think you know all the
facts about an event, don't be
quick to judge.
Dario A. Carrara
ECE MS candidate
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The Environm ental Forum
An open forum for the exchange of enivironmental ideas

A Call for Waking and Action
By Niki Sullivant
It started 250 years ago,
but time has seemed to shorten
since then. With the start of the
Industrial Revolution in the 18th
century, time has brought us many
good things, beginning with
simple working machines to our
present state of advancing space,
medical, and computer technology, all of which make our lives
comfortable and convenient.
However, the consequences of
some of these advances have begun to pile up and are producing
greater negative effects than were
initially anticipated.
Present problems such as
water and air pollution, greenhouse gases, diminishing rainforests, the ozone layer, diminishing fossil fuels, overstock in
landfills, nuclear waste, oil spills,
loss of wilderness to construction,
global warming, and other such
problems are threatening the very
existence of our planet and its
inhabitants. Yet these dangers are
sometimes ignored or kept from
thepublicinordertoholdontothe
advantages they give us, to distill
panic, or to prevent an economic
disadvantage to a certain com-

pany, industry, ·or country. Because of these attitudes, the environment has suffered greatly, not
only on local and regional scales,
but on a global one as well.
We cannot continue to
let shortterm interests override
decisions that can save our planet
and its inhabitants from further
destruction. Some of these problems have reached such a grand
scale that it will be many generations before they can be solved.
This calls for preliminary action
now. Yet differences in opinions
and ideologies are holding us back
from solving these problems that
are already beginning to get out
of our grasp. People don't want
landfills in their backyards, but
they refuse to pay more tax dollars for a recycling center and at
the same time argue over the pros
and cons of incinerators; complaints are m~de about the state
of the beaches and places like
Boston Harbor, but legislation has
done little in pushing the industries in cleanup and preventive
measures. There are massive protests against nuclear power, yet
we are not collectively using energy conservation as a major

method to battle fuel shortage; our
cpuntry still uses more energy per
capita than any in the world.
No single person has the answers
to all these problems, but the solution lies in action, not discussion.
Too much time has already been
wasted struggling through the red
tape of politics and searching for
ways to remedy the problems
without inconveniencing ourselves.
While we debate the issues, these problems are increasing in magnitude and are not
something we can leave for the
next generation. It will take our
country at least 50 years to completely switch over from fossil
fuels to other sources of energy. In
less than a decade, half of the
landfills will be completely full.
An acre of rainforest is cut down
every minute, a vital source of
animal species and oxygen. With
all these problems occuring sim ultaneously, there is absolutely no
room for procrastination. Human
beings have inhabited this earth
for about 2 million years. It is a sad
state of humanity if we have
managed to destroy it in only a
short 250.

A Quote for the Week ...
"The first step in intelligent tinkering is to save all the parts.''
- Aldo Leopold

Tree Rings Reveal Our
Environmen tal History

◊◊ + ♦

PINKHAM NOTCH,
NH -Over 30 scientists, students
and natural resources managers
convened at the Appalachian
Mountain Club's Mountian Resource Center to study tree rings
in an attempt to answer questions
about our environmental past. The
international Dendrochronology
Field Workweek help at Pinkham
Notch Camp in August was the
first of its kind in the United States.
The workshop focused
on how tree ring analysis can be
used to answer environmental
questions. Mini field projects in
the White Mountain National
Forest provided the basis of the
workweek, which included aging
the stunted alpine trees on Mt.
Washington, dating periods of

*•

Qtlt9

beaver activity· in beaver ponds,
and determining flood years from
the trees along river banks. Participantsalsoestimated therateof
erosion on hiking trails by studying injury to tree roots, and analyzed the effects of atmospheric
pollution on tree vigor and the
historical changes in forest stands
caused by human cutting disturbances.
Paul Krusic of the US
Forest Service's Northeast Forest
Experimental Station in Durham,
NH and Dr. Kenneth Kimball,
director of Research at the Appalachian Mountain Club, organized
the workweek. Among the group
leaders were well known experts
in the field, including Drs. Ed Cook

and Gordon Jacoby from the
Lamont-Doherty Geological Observatoryof Columbia University;
Dr. Dave LeBlanc of the Holcomb
Research Institute in Indiana; Dr.
Richard Phipps of the US Geological Survery; Katrin Joos from
Switzerland; and Dr. Charles
Cogbill from Vermont.
Participants came from
Switzerland, Germany, China and
across the United States to take
part in the workshop, which is
only orte example of the numerous cooperative projects that the
Appalachian Mountain Club and
the US Forest Services are engaged
in to improve our understanding
and management of the
Northeast's natural resources.

Story courtesy of Dr. Kenneth Kimball of the AM.C.

-
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N eil Young, Howling With The Horse
Mike Parnham
Laphotographer
Neil Young
Ragged Glory

MCA/Reprise
It can be a musician's
nightmare: Is it possible to produce a follow-up album worthy
of one that's been critically acclaimed as one of your best?
Ragged Glory (Warner Brothers/
Reprise Records) is Neil Young's
attempt to produce a solid followup to his high~y successful album,
Freedom, with his good old
standby band Crazy Horse.
For over thirty years,
Young's music has focused upon
the art of being original. His albums have always been fresh and
different, yet reflective of the times,
from the massacre at Kent State,
Ohio, ("Ohio") to the "Don't
worry, be happy'' attitude of the
Bush administration ("Rocl<in' in
the Free World"). But within this
core of originality hides a gremlin
of sorts. Like Doctor Jekyll and
Mr. Hyde, Young seems to squirm
with pleasure every time he pulls
an unpredictable stunt. Just when
you thought you liked his style,
Young changes it, forcing one to

really focus in on his new works.
So what sort of backflip
has he performed this time? Recently, which is about ten years
for Young, he has become a rolling
snowball of politics, reflecting the
times in an ever more intense fashion, and climaxing with his very
popular "Rockin' In The Free
World" release off Freedom. Well,
you're going to have to search hard
for politics in his new work. I
must admit, at first I was dismayed. I had been expecting angry
rock 'n' roll-the stuff your mother
tells you to turn down - for it
seemed he was going in that direction. But don't worry, it's not all
that bad. He's kept the Crazy
Horse sound, reminiscent of the
second sideofRustNeverSleepsjamming guitar, bass and drum.
No sequencers or synthesizers,
just good old rock 'n' roll. And as
a bonus, there are none of those
quiet love songs and ballads that
plagued Freedom's otherwise fast
paced lineup. Young has called
the shots; loud electric guitar rules
here.
The album is certainly
fun to listen to. A few songs, including "Country Home" and
"Farmer John," are a bit on the

goofy side. The latter features a
slightly off-beat tune in minor
chords about falling in love with a
farmer's daughter, with howling
back-up vocals from The Horse.
One just has to listen to this tune
withasmile. Butifthat'snotyour
thing, don't worry! Many of the
others are right to the point, with
qajte dynamic guitar solos. Young
has also opted to greatly reduce
the possibilities of getting solid
airplay here in the U.S. by using
the "F" word a number of times in
one of his otherwise prime radio
songs. Like all the songs on the
album, "P!#in' Up" has a strong,
catchy guitar base. But unlike
many of the other songs, it is short
enough for airplay. But does
anyone really think airplay concerns this guy? I think that's easy
enough to figure out. Rumor has
it, the song is aimed primarily at
European radio and WUNH. But
who knows? Maybe he is P!#in
Up.
Two other songs that
seem to shine through, "Over and
Over'' and ''Love to Burn," are
definitely songs to add to Young's
list of some of his best. "Over and
Over'' certainly marks a turning
point for Young, inviting the rest

· Neil Young's Ragged Glory

of The Horse to sing on backup,
something I can't honestly recall
ever hearing before (except on
"Sedan Delivery," Rust Never
Sleeps). And it works, although I
couldn'tquitegetCSNY out of my
mind at first. It's not as bad as you

may think - surely the crew of
Crazy Horse- Frank "Poncho"
Sampedro on guitar, Billy Talbot
on bass, and Ralph · Molina on
drums - doesn't have the singing
voices of CSN. I'm thankful for
that.

New York's Living Colour: A Profile
By J.W. Morss
Arts Staff Reporter
Living Colour
Time's Up

Epic Records

What is America's favorite color? Living Colour, baby,
and don't you forget it. Living
Colour is just the latest of only
about a dozen bands which have
really mattered since the Sex Pisto ls declared anarchy at EMI.

Living Colour was born when
guitarist Vernon Reid heard
Brooklyn,NewYorknativeCorey
Glover sing ''Happy Birthday" at
a mutual friend's party. Drummer William Calhoun graduated
from the Berklee School of Music

Vern:~ Reid, Muzz Skillings, Corey Glover and William Calhoun of Living Colour

in 1986 and won the job after rehearsing for Reid, while bassist
Muzz Skillings graduated with a
music degree from New York's
City College and turned down a
job as a city fireman before he
joined Living Colour.
The band gigged regularly at CBGB's before getting
signed to Epic in late '87 (reportedly with a little help from Mick
Jagger, although they damn well
didn't need it). The band's debut
work Vivid was released in '88 but
didn't catch on because of radio
programmers' difficulties in pigeonholing the band's music: i.e.,
what was an all black band doing
playing hard rock?
Living Colour and Vivid
only started to gain momentum
when MTV began to play "Cult Of
Personality'' in early '89. "Cult"
blows your ears off their hinges
via Vernon's vicious octave bending chops while Corey carries your
ears over a creepy charismatic
landscape of Mussolinis, Joseph
Stalins and Gandhis where "one
and one makes three." After Corey
spits out on the beat, "I'm the Cult
of Per-so-na-li-ty," the band knifes
through his roar and refrains before a cut to a sample of JFK's "ask
not what your country can do for
you ..." back to band, then to MLK' s
"the only thing we have to fear
is ..." and fadeout. Unf-kingbelievable.
Musically and lyrically,
Vivid is as solid as a barge's bastard, frorrt the snake-like charm of
the "Middle Man" with no master
plan to the rhythm section's gentle

skips through "Broken Hearts."
The band downshifts from Bad
Brains thrash to a metallic shuffle
in "Desperate People" and takes a
no holds barred look at racial
mistrust in "Funny Vibe" with
Public Enemy's Chuck D and Flavor Flav. Living Colour also tackles, with astounding results, a
Talking Heads gem from Fear Of
Music called "Memories Can't
Wait," which sketches the land of
shadows and meadows peculiar
to non-stop partying. Living
Colour ain't no glamour boysTHEY'RE FIERCE.
Living Colour's new
release Time's Up keeps the thematic stakes high. The title cut
leads off. Alarm bells, then Corey
tells you it's time to stop sitting
idly by while the planet goes to
hell and time "to do-or-die."
"Information Overload" searches
for some humanity in the world of
money and technology. And
"Pride" puts the band's ID card
out on the table: "take time to
understand, I'm an equal man."
Musical highlights include ''Type," the first single from
Time's Up, a reworking of Concrete Blonde's sinister "God Is A
Bullet" with a prophet's desperation. The b-side of the ''Time's
Up" 12" includes a version of Pere
Ubu' s ''Final Solution" (an instant
classic which fits right in with the
band's other material). Other
musical highlights: the Soweto
sweetness of "Solace Of You" and
the phenomenal bedsweater
"Love Rears Its Ugly Head." All
in all, a Living Masterpiece.
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All Star Team Too Much For DeJohnette
By Frank Cushing·
Arts Reporter
, Jack DeJohnette

track "Parallel Realities". The song
sounded like a lame attempt on
Metheny' s behalf to write a song
Parallel Realities
to feature DeJohnette. There is no
distinguishable
melody, but there
MCA Records
are
plenty
of
bizarre
drum fills
Jack DeJohnette's latest
album, Parallel Realities, would (noneofwhichmademuchsense).
The album was co-proprob~bly be catagorized under the
duced
by
DeJohnetteand Metheny
heading "new-wave" jazz. It is
and
is
very
tight and well organsome of the most modern and
ized. This duo collectively wrote
innovative work in jazz today.
Drummer DeJ ohnette all the tunes, including a collaboteams up with guitarist Pat ration on "Nine over Reggae," in
Metheny and pianist Herbie Han- which Metheny uses synthesizers
cock to create a very modem and to create a steel-drum sound.
Although DeJohnette is
synthesized style of jazz.
an
excellent
percussionist and allThe album opens with
around musian easy going
cian, he is overtune
called
shadowed by
"Jack in". This
"Although
the
talents of
number feaMetheny. If
DeJohnette is an
t u r e s
someone had
DeJohnette on
excellent
not
seen the
both drums
album
cover,
percussionist
and
and keyboard
they would
bass. Metheny
all-around
. think that it
adds a great
was in fact a
musician, he is
deal with his
Metheny almellow sound,
overshadowed by bum and that
as does Hanhe just hapthe talents of
cock with his
pened to have
dissonemt yet
Metheny."
a
good studio
almost classical
drummer with
piano riffs.
him.
_ 1 he
B e third tune, and
sides
the
last
probably the best, is called "Dancing." Written by Metheny, it fea- number, "Parallel Realities," the
tures him on both acoustic and whole album is very relaxing and
electric guitar. The upbeat tempo easy to listen to. There are no vocals
brings out Metheny' s virtuosity or horns but there are plenty of
and begins to make the listener soothing guitar solos and plenty
wonder if they are listening to an of -&ynthesizers. DeJohnette never
album by DeJohnette or Metheny? seems to assert himself in an indiAnother enjoyable tune vidualistic manner. It always
is "John McKee," a blues-oriented sounds as if he were doing the
melody composed once again by correct thing for the group, which
Pat Metheny. Hancock adds fla- isn't wrong, but it seems to detract
vor witha ragtime-like piano solo. from the fact that it was his album
Unfortunately, the low- and he should have been featured
point of the album was the title a bit more.

Dead Update
By Sharon Donovan
Arts Reporter
The Grateful Dead entertained an uproarious
crowd at Madison Square Garden in New York City
Wednesday night with songs like ''Must Have Been the
Roses" and "Help On the Way'' in the first set and
intricate jams throughout the second half of the show.
There were seven band members on stage,
including former ''Tubes" member Vince Welnick and
Bruce Hornsby replacing deceased keyboardist Brent
Mydland.
Mydland died on July 26, 1990 in his Lafayette, California home of a drug overdose. He had been
playing in the band for 11 years.
The contributions of Welnick, on piano, and
Hornsby, on keyboards added a new melodic dimension to the cryptical sounds produced by the group. A
dynamic instrumental performed by the two and accompanied by guitarists Jerry Garcia and Bob Weir
followed the song "Let It Grow'' and lapsed into a drum
jam taken over by Mickey Hart and Bill Kreutzman.
Following the series of Madison Square Garden shows, the Grateful Dead will embark on a European tour taking them to Sweden, London, and Berlin.
Hornsby and Welnick are expected to continue playing
with the band for the immediate future, although it is
unconfirmed how long they will stay on board.

·

Jazz Drummer Jack DeJohnette

The Club Report
By Brady Lint
Arts Reporter
If you enjoy drinking at
Nick's or Glory Daze night after
night, weekend after weekend,
waiting in line, and seeing the same
old faces, then read no further.
But, on the other hand, if you like
to be spontaneous, see new places,
hear grassroots music, and experience the extremes of city personalities, read on!
Last semester I had the
opportunity to live in the Boston
area - Roxb\l,ry, no less. Having
no real academic responsibilities,
and having a few akohC'lic ones, I
spent a lot of time investigating
the Boston eating and drinking
scene.
Now that I'm back in
school, I feel a brotherly obligation
to pass my knowledge of the Bostonian watering holes on to my
fellow students, so without further adieu:
WALLY'S: A small hole
in the wall in Roxbury that I patronized religiously, but only on
Mondaynights. Wally'sisfamous,
at least among my circle of friends,
as the Blues Capital of Boston.
Every Monday night they have
open mike, and the musicians come
out of the woodwork. It's an interesting blend of Berkley's best, and
the creme de la creme of the black
underground blues culture of
Boston.
The beer is cheap, in fact
sometimes it's free, depending on
the bartender and your attitude.
All you need to really enjoy this
place is an open mind, and an ear
for the blues. There isn't room to

dance on the infamous Monday
nights, but there is room enough
to groove.
"Where is it?" you say.
It's right on Mass. Ave., where it
crosses Columbus Street, next to
New York Pizza.
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HARPER'S FERRY: Located on Brighton Ave., about
three blocks from the Brighton
Ave. split. This place is huge, and
usually has a cover charge (2 to 5
bucks, depending on the band.)
The beer is cheap, and the music is
almost always good (rock 'n' roll,
blues, even rockabilly.) I'd advise
calling ahead just to make sure
there is a quality band playing,
which is usually the case, but even
if the music sucks, they have Black
Label on tap!
WESTERN FRONT: If
you like reggae and don't mind
spending a little extra cash, Western Front is worth checking out.
They're known for their excellent
reggae bands, and occasionally
even some rhythm and blues. The
drinks are steep, and so is the cover
(8 bucks on the weekends) so fill
up before you go, unless money is
no object. Very danceable!
Iknowit'sinAllston, but
I can't remember where, due to
my fill-up-before-you-go policy.
Give them a call.
HUNTERS: Definite rock
'n' roll bar, no bands, but good
tunes, from Led Zeppelin to Elvis
Costello. Lots of college kids, very
social, but not very danceable.
Hunters is pretty laid back, the
drinks are reasonable, and the
people are very friendly, especially
for a Boston bar. It's right on
Boylston Street, within walking
distance of several other bars, including The Hard Rock, Division
16, Dads, and Newbury Street.
That's all for now, but
watch for next week's issue
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Gol d Mot her: Jam .es' Thi rd albu m.
By Mathew Gross
Arts Reporter

Next comes "Government Walls," an anthemic attack
on the secret services, which "keep
secrets from the people they
should serve." "God Only Knows"
opens with dear hypocrite Jimmy
Swaggert lecturing on the dangers of rock music. He is interrupted by vintage James, with
heavy bass, rolling toms, jagged
guitar, and hilarious lines like
''Blessed are the sheep/ for they
shall inherit the grass."
The first James album
was a beautiful experiment in folk
rock; the third is, at times, an experiment with the electric guitar
("How Much Suffering"). But
there is another more mellow face
to this album. "Crescendo" is a
rare gem with a sad and simple
drum beat, ethereal keyboards,
and crying horns. To this, Booth
sings the most lamented jumble of
syllables I've ever heard. ''Top of
the World" is sheer beauty: "If I
will not be faithful/ I must accept
betrayal." Indeed.
"How Was It For You"
helped shoot Gold Mother to an
opening UK slot of #16, and it's
obvious why. Thatdamncowb ell
is so forkin' groovy. So what's
Gold's flaw? Quite simply, the absence of1989's "Sit Down". This
single (virtually impossible to obtain) is (un)arguably one of the
best pop songs ever written on
this humble planet or ours. Well;
so it goes. Gold Mother is a good
album to get you introduced to
James- one that should send you
hunting for more.

James
Gold Mother
Fontana
Most of us who are true
pop cognoscenti have, somewhere
in the back of the mind, a band
whom we pray will be rewarded
with fame.
Well, the wait has
paid off. After seven years on the
borders of fame, James have made
it big, becoming one of the top acts
in Britain and releasing a new
major-label album (due on these
shores soon).
Gold Mother is James'
third studio album, following
1986's Stutter and 1988's Stripmine. It is a reflection of Manchester 1990: a hard, loud, danceable
album replete with tales of sex
and anti-government hyms.
Wait--sex, you say? Yes.
Lead singer Tim Booth, who once
asked, "If I give my body to someone / can I keep a part for me?" is
n~w proclaiming: '1'm so possessed by sex I could destroy my
health." So much for past comparisons to Morrissey.
The album opens with
"Come Home", a 1989 single reviewed here last year. It is a wailing mix of distorted, whistling
guitars and trumpet, matched with
a rolling dance beat. A remix has
been released, and if God exists
this song will soon be played in
every club across th country,and
in turn American kids will learn
what dancing really is: wild, free.
Not those erratic ejaculatory
strobing motions seen in every
video on MTV (Moronic Television).
Manchester's James

Lau ra Palm .er's Dia ry Une arth ed
By Philip Fujawa
Arts Staff Reporter
"The Secret Diary Of Laura Palmer"
By Jennifer Lynch
Pocket Books
There is a place where the pies are always good, a place where there is music in the air and where
the women have secrets. Chances are you've been there. But if being in 'Twin Peaks" for one hour a week
isn't enough, then breathe a sigh of relief--Laura Palmer's diary is hot off the presses.
The odd thing is that I found her diary at the mall. On proud display in the front of the bookstore
were a couple dozen copies of 'The Secret Diary Of Laura Palmer," complete with her now familiar senior
picture. The 184 page paperback, written by Jennifer Lynch, offers 'Twin Peaks" fans a chance to learn a
little bit about Laura before the fall TV season begins.
In watching 'Twin Peaks" you learn that Laura was a girl with secrets, and having a copy of her
diary lets you find these secrets out on your own. The book is printed in diary form; the entire text is made
up of individual journal entries dating back to July 22, 1984, when Laura turned 12 years old. At first,
starting this far back in Laura's life took me back a bit. But it becomes apparent that people and events from
this time have a great deal to do with her life and eventually her death.
The diary tells the story of a girl struggling to grow up. This book brings Laura Palmer to life. It
not only reveals some of her secret actions but offers us a chance to examine her motivations.
Many of the other characters from the series find their way into the story. From Bobby to Maddy
to Donna, everyone's relationships are revealed ina new depth. Even the Log Lady has special ties to Laura
that hadn't been released before.
When you watch 'Twin Peaks" you never actually see what is probably the strongest motivating factor in the story--Sex. 'The Secret Diary Of Laura Palmer" takes all the hints and innuendos and
makes them concrete. This book doesn't hide anything. Sex was a major force in Laura's life and her diary
describes it, sometimes in graphic detail.
'The Secret Diary of Laura Palmer" is a must-have for any real 'Twin Peaks" fan. While it doesn't
have the plot twists that the series has, it isn't supposed to. It almost serves as a sort of reference book or
study guide to go with the series.
Don't get me wrong, this is not a boring book. There is enough action and surprise to keep you
happy until this fall's season premiere.

Sheryl Lee as the late Laura Palmer
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UNN ERSI TY ART GALL ERIE S
PRES ENT. ...
A VIEW FROM THE BASS LINE:
JAZZ PHOTGR APHS BY MILTON HINTON
Regarded as the "dean of jazz bass players," Milt Hinton is also a
talented photographer. Beginning in the 1930's, Hinton
photographed his mentors, colleagues, and friends in the music
scene. Fifty of Hinton's most engaging photographs, spanning
nearly five decades, document many of the great personalities in
American jazz.

Cab Calloway with Friends: Florida, c. 1938

Louis Armstrong: Seattle, c. 1953

NEW DIMENSIONS: RECENT WORK BY UNH ART ALUMN I
This juried invitational exhibition will showcase the recent work of 24 alumni from the UNH
Department of the Arts. The show is timed to coincide withthe 30th anniversary of the Paul
Creative Arts Center, which will be cel~brated by special programs in art, music, theater, and
dance on October 12 and 13, 1990.
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Patricia Elliott, Detail from "Three Blind Mice"

Amy Brnger, "Still Life," 1988

The exhibits will be on display until October 21st at The University Art
Gallery in Paul Creative Arts Center at the University of New Hampshire .
Gallery hours are Mon-Wed, 10-4; Thurs, 10-8; Sat and Sunday, 1-5pm.
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I Semester
Spend Spring I
on the
UNH LONDO N
PROGR AM!

UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH
OPPORTUNITIES PROGRAM
announces

Undergraduate Research Awards
Summer Undergraduate Research Fellowships

\

Deadline: October 19, 1990
March 15, 1991
Applications now available in the
UROP Office, Hood House 209

Application deadline: October 15
To learn more, come to an

UROP offers financial support to students pursuing
independent research projects and senior theses.

"Information Session"
Monday, September 24, 7:00 pm
1925 Room, Elliott Alumni Center

If you have questions about how you can particpate
in UROP, please contact the UROP Coordinator,

Donna Brown, x4323.

ALL ARE WELCOME!
Dial 862-3554 any night
from 3:00 to midnight and
select the tape you wish to
hear The tapes run about 6
minutes. If you have any
questions or just want to
talk when the tape is over,
a Cool-Aid member will
come back on the line!

OUR HOTLINE NUMBER IS
862-2293
I

HEAL TH AND RELATED ISSUES
I've been raped, what do I do?... #315
Aquaintance Rape ... #319
Anorexia Nervosa and Bulimia...#215
Dealing with an alcoholic parent...#479
Early signs of an alcohol problem ... #160
Responsible decisions about drinking ...#161
Herpes symptoms and diagnosis....#209
AIDS-Reducing the risks ... #225
AIDS--Symptoms and diagnosis... #218

STRESS ANd ANXIETY
Coping with stress ...#38
Coping with anxiety... #30
Understanding grief.. .#85
Death and Dying ...#84
How to handle fears ... #33
Conflict and meditation ... #312
Relaxation excercises ...#37
I

FRIErJDSHIP AND DATING

SELF IMPROVEMENT
Time management..#15
Self-assertiveness ...#402
Standing up for yourself ... #1 o
Building self-esteemed confidence ... #35
Learning to accept yourself...#44
Becoming independent from your parents ... #478
The value and use of self-talk...#36
What is counseling and how do I use it? ... #61

~riendship Building ... #1
Helping a friend ... #90
1 Dating Skills ... #18
Infatuation or Love? ... #70
, Considerations in looking for a mate ... #71
Types of intimacy ...#3
Physical intimacy... #4
Coping with a broken relationship ... #83

Dealing with anger... #8
Fighting constructively ... #5
Understanding and dealing wtth jealousy... #9
Expressing negative thoughts and feelings .. #6
Dealing with constructive crtticism ...#24

DEPRESSION
What is depression? ... #431
How to deal with depression ... #432
How to deal with lonliness... #32
Recognizing suicidal feelings in others ... #492

SEXUALITY
Female sex roles ... #39
Female homosexuality....#20
Female orgasm problems... #22

Male sex roles ...#40
Male homosexualtty... #21
Dealing with impotence ... #23
Timing problems wtth-male sexuality... #24
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COMPARE & SAVE

.....
~!~£!:!Pa!!!!
~' ~ I' Miles Alieml In Diuilitv.
ECONOMY

DODGE 15 PASSENGER

ONLY

!;l 17ti3~.?~~~4~s
.

¾P
"''

(AVG4.66PER
PERSON/PER DAY)

-·

-

PER DAY

,_

-RENTAL RATESECONOMY
MID SIZE
FULL SIZE
STATION WAGONS*
MINI VANS
CARGO VANS*
15 PASSENGERS
PICKUP TRUCKS*

Daily
24.95
28.95
32.95
39.95
49.95
44.95
69.95
34.95

WEEKEND ~;t~R'tlNG
SPECIALS -RATES INCLUDE~1
✓

✓

Weekly ·
159.95
179.95
199.95
249.95
309.95
279.95
439.95
209.95

$59.95

Order your college ring NOW.

JOSTENS

✓ Pick-up and Delivery
Unlimited Milage within New England
18-20 year olds - 25% Surcharge Applies

AMER

I

CA

5

COLLEGE

All New 1989-1990 Fuel Efficient Models. We Honor All Major
Credit Cards & Cash

MAKE RESERVATIONS EARLY

i

Date: 9/18-9/25

NOATH

Located at:

The Friendship Inn
Silver Street and Spaulding Turnpike (exit BE)
SPAULDING

Place:

Dover

• Some mod:i;•:lightly higher. Rates subject to change

7 4 2-2 127

Time: 9-5

RING™

Deposit
Required: $40.00

Town and CamiJUS

Meet with your Jostens Representative for full details. See our complete rtng selection on display.

ATTENTION PARENTS &
FRIENDS!
Subscribe to

The New Hamgshire
For just $18.00 a semester or $35.00 a year, you can receive the New
Hampshire every Tuesday and Friday of the academic school year. You'll get
in-depth articles about current issues affecting the university, photo packed
pages of special events such as Homecoming and Winter Carnival, and sports
coverage of all UNH teams.
Please complete the information below and return it with a check made
payable to The New Hampshire.
-----□ ~;;~~;;~~$18------------------------- □~~- y;~~$35

please make check payable to
J

__________ _

The New Hampshire

Name
Address ________________________________ _
Phone _________________________________ _
mail to The New Hampshire Room 110B, MUB, UNH, Durham NH 03824-
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ONE SHOW 7-11 PM
STRAFFORD ROOM, MUB
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CLASSI FIED

FOR AD INFO·• 862-1323;
RM llOB, MUB
$2.00 per 20 words
1988 Honda station wagon 5 speed, 4 wheel drive, low mileage, extended warranty. $8,400 call
664-5688 after 5 p.m.

Small brown refrigerator in
great shape ONLY. $45 Call 8686030 IT'S CHEAPER THAN RENTING!!

For sale Peavey foundation
bass guitar & Peavey basic 50 amp.
$400 or B.O. 742-2545

.-

STUDENT SPECIAL We'll
practically give away our extraschairs, rugs, kitchen misc., framed
pictures. Please hurry-we need the
room. 659-7871

Rugs for sale. Beige 6x9. Perfeet for dorm room. Clean. Call
Garth, 659-6655, leave message if
necessary.

For Sale: '79 Rabbit. Good
condition, high miles, Very dependable. $750 749-2511 ask for
Suzanne or leave message.

Nishiski Prestige 12 speed
time - trial bike. 19" frame. Brand
New. Call Deb at 207-646-8910

TEAC portable C.D. player
4 Sale! Still on warantee comes
with car stereo adapter, carrying
case and all wires. 2x oversampling and fully programmable.
Call 868-1440 (leave message)

'84 Escort Wagon 87k ml, 4
speed, Good shape, runs well.
Need money, must sell $800 or
b.o. Call 862-7547

Beauty isn't skin deep, it
comes from inside. Try a fantastic
newnutritionalapproachtophysical appearance. Call (603) 772-0209

Weight
Management:
Beauty isn't only skin deep, it
comes from inside. Try a fantasic
new nutritional approach to physical appearance. Call (603) 772-0209

15 Speed Myata Touring
Bike, Great Condition, Suntour
components, 21" frame. Parking
hassells? Bicycle to work!! $175,
call after 6:00 pm 742-9355

1979 Saab 900. Good condition w / little rust. Sunroof, stereo,
new brakes & exaust. Asking
$1,000. Call Kelly 659-6872

Kenmore Limited Edition
electric range. 2 yrs old, excellent
condition, $300 or b.o. Call 603749-9411 after 6:00 p.m.

1984NissanSentra4-door5speed. Recent tuneup. $2,300 or
b.o. Call Mo 868-2564 leave message.

1988 Ford Mustang GT.
Excellent condition. 40k highway
miles. $10,000 or b.o. Moving,
MUSf SELL. Call Rich 659-5128.

For Sale 1983 Toyota Celka
$1200 or b.o. Antique solid oak
kitchen table. Excellent condition.
$300 or b.o. 664-2917

Soloflex exercise system.
Includes Butterfly & Leg attach.
Good as new. $800, Must Sell.
Moving. Call Rich 659-5128

Dining room furniture-good
conditiori$10/table;$2/chair.contact house manager at Delta Zeta
Sorority. 868-5190.

HOUSINGt

Roommate needed to share
2
BDRM
Durham Apt, 1 mile from
10 speed bicycle, Concord,
25 inch frame, extra parts, very campus. Great Location! Call
good condition,$175. "Racer Mate" Debbie at 868-3766 (evenings).
stationary bike stand, wind simuFemale Roommate: Large
lator, adjustable, $95. rowing machine, Concept II ergometer, old Sunny Apt., in Dover, Laundry,
style, excellent condition, $450. Call Porch, Off st. Parking non smoker
skip at 207 /363-5145.

Call 749-6851, leave message.

Trek 480 Mens _ $200, Trek
Brand new spacious 2 BR
500 Mens _ $250. (or b.o.) Perfect apt, 1 mile to UNH, garage, carCondition. 207-439-6016
peted, no pets, non-smokers. $750.
868-1760.

Oqunquit/York Line 20
min. No. Portsmouth. Studio Efficiencies $350 mo. Heat + utilities
included. Cable TV, indoor pool,
on site laundry. Private-quiet,
Available now to June. Sec. dep.
No pets. Hillcrest Resort (207) 6467776 days.
FOR RENT - completely
furnished apartment in private
home on Madbury Rd. one mile
from T-Hall; 11 /2 bedrooms, full
bath, cable, carpeted, parking
(preferebly 1 car only), no pets,
non-smokers preferred. $550 a
month plus utilities; security deposit and references required; 9
month lease; available Sept.1 Call
868-5037.
One Room Available in
Newmarket. Share a house with
three intelligent, Artsy, Musical
people. $225 a month. Call 6596872.
DURHAM- 2 Roommates
needed for great apartment in Red
Towers for Spring Semester. Great
Location. Fully furnished. Call 8686943.
Magnificent Two Bedroom
Apt. on a farm in 21/2miles from
UNH $550 / month + utilities, security. Call 858-1273.
ROOMMATE WANTED
TO SHARE 3 BEDROOM HOUSE
IN PORTSMOUTH $240 A
MONTH+ l/3UTILITIES. Please
call Beth 431-2191.

IUVICESI
PROFESSIONAL WORD
PROCESSING FOR ALL REPORTS, THESES, CORRESPONDENCE, ETC., TAPE TRANSCRIPTION, LASER PRINTING.
EXPERIENCED, REASON ABLE,
QUICK-RETURN. JANET BOYLE
659-3578
Flexible, on campus childcare. Immediate openings available for children ages 2 1/2 - 6
years. Professional staff in a warm
envirnment. For more information call Forest Park Daycare at
868-5674.

VCR Repair and deaning.
All major models. Prompt and
professional service. We will
pickup and return unit. CALL
664-5665.

11 . . TRAVEL

I

TRAVEL FREE!! SUN
SPLASH TOURS OFFERS THE
MOST EXCITING AND AFFORDABLE SPRING BREAK
PACKAGES TO JAMAICA AND
CANCUN!! THE EASIEST AND
FASTEST WAY TO EARN FREE
TRAVEL AND EXTRA $$$$$!
BECOME A REPRESENTATIVE.
CALL 1-800-426-7710.

Immediate openings. Work
Part Time-make full time earnings.
Energetic individuals willing to
learn my business. Call 24 hr.
message (603) 772-0209.
_Looking for highly motivated individuals to train and
work with our team. An excellent
opportunity for people with busy
schedules to become financially
and professionally independent.
Call 603-749-9411 after 6:00 P.M.
or anytime weekends.
Fast Fundraising Program.
$1000 just one week. Earn up to
$1000 for your campus organization. Plus a chance at $5000 more!
This program works! No investment needed. Call 1-800-932-0528
Ext.SO
Saferides/Escort Needs
your help! UNH escort is being
tur.n ed into an all volunteer force.
SaferRides, like last year, is already
allvolunteer.TomakeUNHasafer
place to live, we must have YOUR
help! Informational meeting: September 23, in the SENATE ROOM
of the MUB at 7:00 PM. This Sunday.

Earn $500 - $1500 part-time
stuffing envelopes in your home.
For free information, send a self
addressed, stamped envelope to:
P.O. Box 81953, Dept. p103 Albuquerque NM 87198
Help wanted-Helper for
Handicapped person $6.25 to start.
No experience necessary. Easy
work, great boss! Call Dan at 6924764
Tutors needed: for Math,
Engineering, Physics, ADMN,
Foreign Languages and other sciences such as Chemistry, Biochemistry, Computers, and More! You
will be trained and paid while
sharing your knowledge, reenforcing your learning and meeting new people. Hire as needed;
flexible hours. Apply at the TASK
center, College Rd. (Trailers in
bookstore parking lot) or Call 8623698.
"Cam pus Representatives
Needed" Earn free trip and big
commissions by selling vacation
packages to Cancun, Mexico,
Nassau/Paradise Island, Bahamas
& Jamaica. For more inform<1_tion
call toll free in or outside Connecticut at 800-283-8767.

Personals?
For Sale?
Advertising?
Housing?

Business
Office!
Room 1108
MUB
862-1323
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II PERSON~ II
Hey! Last Reminder! AlphaPhi-Omega National Co-Ed Service Fraternity is looking for you.
Leadership, Friendship, Service.
Pledge Pinning Ceremony Friday
Sept., 21 8:30 p.m. Call Craig 8625579 or April 742-7604 for info.
CHERYL: the one who rides
the Coast3A/Rte 108 bus to Dover
on Monday-Wednesday-Friday at
11:00, I know you have a boyfriend, BUT call me anyway-7420745-Dave, Please!?!?
DOOZER: We're waiting for
you to come collect your grub!
Love your old roomies.
TO THE Q STAIRWELL
SLED: HAPPY 21ST LOVE,
GREENMAN.
Amanda (Ml) The whipped
cream was great! Let'strychoclate
syrup next time. Thrust muffin.
I'm going away this
weekend, you're going away next,
what the hell is the deal here?

To the short litle Jewish guy
who's "this" big: Thanks for a
wonderful year. I know just waiting around is hard for both of us,
but where ever you go I will still
love you. Christine.
Congrats to the New 1990
CHI OMEGA Pledge class! We
are so proud of you guys.
Laura catches the bouquet,
Steve catches the garter, I don't
know, I just don't know.
TotheFall 1990 PledgeOass
of Delta Zeta. Congratulations!
And Get Psyched for an awesome
semester! Love your SISTERS.
MORT AR BOARD - - MORTAR BOARD Sept. 23 ath
7:30. Sullivan Room - MUB MORT AR BOARD - - - MORT AR
BOARD
MORTAT BOARD! MEETING SEPTEMBER 23RD AT 7:30
PM SULLIVAN ROOM - MUB
Happy 21st Birthday,
Melissa Ingles! Have Fun! ( I think
you are able to go out to night
clubs now with you know who)

Becca, I love you, too!
Sneaky Bastard, beware of
the darkness, for it will touch your
puppet head. Live in fear!
Kim -Is it true that you really
hand-wash your underwear? I can
understand it if it was nice, like
silk or sr:.uet~ing, put those
Jockey-For-Herpantiesyou wear-well, I just don't see the point. Laura.
Its a cold cruel world, but
Jason can hack it.
April's anniversary is
Monday night, you know what
that me~s, don't you? It means
free babysitting from Auntie
Kimmy. Have fun!
Laura Deame - You are
really great, especially at 3:30 am.
You perform so wonderfully, I'm
really glad wewillbeabletospend
at least one night a week together
like this, aren't you? Actually, I'm
not sure I can handle you that
often.
Please no more mushy
personals from the news-briefeditor, ok? They make us sick.
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U.S. GOVERNMENT
SURPLUS
____
CAMPING EQUIPMENT ......
COLD WEATHER CLOTHING
SNOW CAMO
CAMOUFLAGE
----►-► FLYERS COVERALLS
FLYERS JACKETS

OPEN

Wed., Thurs., Fri., Sat. 12-5
or call (603)942-5378
Rte. 4, Northwood Ridge, NH
· 10 miles West of the Lee Rotary

"rWou{tf you
{if(g to put in
a persona{ or
a c{assifietf ?
Stop by the
H. KAPIAN
Take KaplanOrTakc)<.mrChant:es
J~STANLEY

BUSINESS
OFFICE

Prepare now for
October, December,
and January Exams

RoomllOB, MUB
or call 862-1323

1-800-332-TEST

i/111----------------------..
Pregnant? Need Help?
Seacoast Crisis Pregnancy Center

PERSONAL?
FOR SALE?
HELP WANTED?
HOUSING?
LOST & FOUND?
SERVICES?

FREE & CONFIDENTIAL
• pregnancy testing • counseling and information
• practical support

We Care!

HOTLINE 749-4441

90 Washington Street
Suie 306B, Dover, NH

Saturday & Sunday Matinee 12:30, l :55, 3:20

'Walt 'Disney's Jwigle

Book

G - Approximately 30 minutes
Sat. & Sun. Mat. 12:45, Eves. 6:50, 9:00
Sat & Sun 4:45
2:30 Bill Cosby

Pretty

in

Ghost Dad
PG - Approx. 85 min.

Woman
R - Approx. 120 min.

Mat. Sat & Sun 4:30; Eves 7:15, 9:15

PUMP UP THE VOLUME
R - Approx. l 05 min.

Eves. 7:00, 9: 10, Mat. Sat & Sun. l :00, 3:00, 5:00

Anachrophobia
PG - Apprx. 11 0 min.

The New Hampshire

Advertising

Say it Loud!
For rates and deadline .information, ca/1862-1323,

or stop by the office, room 11 OB, MUB

You'll be glad yo~ did!

....
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Sports facts

Tenni s

>' ~ reign as champic.w1

.. '. The bo~er who .
spent the
shortest time as
undisputed
heavyweight
champion of the
· world:

struggles

Marvin Hart (U.S.)
July 3, 1905, to Feb.
23, 1906 (235 days)

By Douglas Poole
Sports Staff Reporter
The UNH women's tennis
team dropped to 1-1 after a loss to
BowdoinlastTuesday . Thehome
team won eight of the nine matches
and two of four exhibition matches
in handing UNH its first loss.
Kara ·McKenna (1-1) was
moved up to the singles one spot,
but lost 1-6, 0-6 to Heidi Wallenfelt. UNH's Sarah Tonna (1-1)
forced a third set but fell to Allison
Burke 2-6, 6-4, 0-6. Tori Wincup
(0-2) rebounded in the second set
of her match but lost the match 57, 6-0, 3-6 to Katie Gradek. In the
four slot, Louise Martin lost in her
first action of the year, 3-6, 4-6 to
Allison Vargas.
Bowdoin's Tracey Boulter
struggled by Jaymie Hyde (1-1) 64, 7-5 and Lisa Mclachlan (1-1)
went down in straight sets, 6-4, 64, to Nicole Castongway.
In doubles play, McKenna
and Tonna teamed up unsuccessfully against Wallafelt and Gradek
5-7, 2-6. Hyde and Karen Bye,
who won her exhibition match (75, 7-5), lost after winning the opening set 6-2, 4-6, 6-7(1-7). The lone
UNH win was provided by combination of Wincup and Sarah
Gunther (6-4, 4-6, 7-6(7-5))
In other exhibition matches,
Rachel Scott of UNH lost to Lia

ti ® 4
Write for
the Sports
Pages!
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Sophomore Karyn Bye returns to tennis action this fall. (file photo)

Holuen 1-6, 0-6, and 'Cat Peggy
Lee lost 3-6, 3-6 to Christina Millores. In an exhibition doubles
match, Mclachlan and Lee com-

DON"T
DRINK
AND
DRIVE!

~AJLJE

~ Books, Household Goods
· and Clothing

®r

A Public Service Message From

THE NEW HAMPSHIRE

D

Demerritt Apartments

Ill

■

Located at the corner of Rt.155 and Madbury

.

Photos for
the New
Hampshire
Stop
by
Room
MUB

9amto4p m

textbooks, literature and encyclopedia
set; coffee maker, can opener, glassware,
furniture and more ; men's and women's
clothing, leather bomber jacket, some ·
vintage; car speakers, stereo receiver,
Yakima roof rack

Take

151
in the

Saturday and Sunday;
September 21 & 22

.,,I I

bined for victory, 6-2, 7-5.
The team's next match will
be the last in a series of away
matches, at UMass Saturday.

SPORTS
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Swi~ tea~ reinstate d
after supporte r's .outcry
By Pete Welburn
Special to The New Hampshire

0

Footballs spiraling, swimmerssplashing,fansch eeringand
soccer balls soaring. These are just
afewofthesightsand sounds that
UNH's sports fans enjoy each
week.
What they have not seen or
heard is the athletic budget slowly
shrinking.
According
to Gilbert
Chapman, UNH's Director of
Men's Athletics, approximately

1
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Vermont aces
UNH tennis
The Vermont Catamount Men's tennis team ate up the
UNH' tennis team in a match last Tuesday in Burlington. The 90 loss was the second consecutive shutout by an opponent. The
loss at Vermont dropped the 'Cats record to 1-2, while Vermont
improved to 3-1.
Brian Baker, 1-2, lost to Scott Stern, 3-6, 6-3, 3-6. Clint
Burgess, also 1-2, was defeated by Clay Hanlin 3-6, 4-6. Catamount Josh Sachs set back Eric McDonald (0-3) 6-0, 6-2. Peter
Kaufmann, now 0-2, was defeated 3-6, 2-6 by Jeff Hammond.
Chao Chung (1-2) lost 0-6, 1-6 by Rob Burger. Shaun Austin, also
1-2, was beaten 1-6, 2-6 by Rob Keen. Baker and Burgess (0-2)
were sent down in three sets by Stern and Hanlin, 6-4, 2-6, 4-6.
The doubles combination ofM~Donald and Kaufmann (0-2) lost
1-6, 1-6 to Sachs and Burger.
In their first match of the year, Paul Wiles and Mike Costello were beaten by Catamounts Keen and Rob Chapman (3-6,

1. When was the first night game
in World Series history?
2. Who recorded the most RBI for
his career in World Series history?
3. Who was the only college football player to receive the Outland
Trophy for outstanding interior
linemen more than once?
4. Dolphins QB Dan Marino set
an NFL record by notching his
200th career passing touchdown
in just 89 games. Whose record
did he break?
5. Who led the NFL in pass receptions in '88?
6. Who holds the record for the
longest field goal by a Raiders
kicker?
7. Who did Arthur Ashe defeat to
win the '68 U.S. Open title?

The next men's tennis match is scheduled for Sept 26 at
Bates.
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Yeah Blue!

ported by the University budget,
alumni contributions and friends
groups. The 100 Club, which supports men's athletics, has nearly
doubled its size, according to
Chapman. According to Carol
Vanasselt, Director of the Annual
Fund, last year was a banner year
for contributions with over 14,000
people supporting the University
including 10,150 alumni.
"I have my fingers crossed
that we will be able to keep that
support up," said Gerry Friel,
Director of University Athletic
Relations.

SPORTS TRIVIA

1-6).

TheUNH
Sailing
.Club will be
hosting a
regatta
this
weekend
at
Mendum.'s
.
Pond, UNH
Rec Area. This all day
event is free and open to the public!

$150,000 was cut from the men's meet these requirements, putting
athletic
budget this year.
strain onthe
theUniversity
budget.
"It'sgoingtohurtthefo
otball a greater
Currently,
program right now," said Bill athletic program is mainly sup-

Bowes, UNH' s football coach.
"Eight thousand dollars has been
cut from the football team's recruiting budget."
Judith Ray, UNH's Director
of Women's Athletics said that
minimum of 15 to 30 percent per
program was cut from the
women's athletics. The UNH swim
team was the first to suffer last
year as it was completely cut from
the budget. Due to a quick outcry
by swim team supporters, it was
quickly re-established, said Ray.
"Canwe,infact,suppo rtthirteen Division I sports?" questioned

By Douglas Poole
Sports Staff Reporter

Chapman. "Theansweratthistim e
appears to be no."
This January the NCAA will
pass a motion that requires a _
minimum number of games be
played against Division I schools
in order to qualify for tournament
play, according to Chapman. Fifty
percent of a team's remaining
games must be played against
Division I schools. As a result,
teams will have to go further to
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(photo by Don Carlson, staff photographer)

Socc er Woes
The UNH men's soccer
team fell to Rhode Island, 2-0, at
Brackett Field this past Wednesday. The Wildcats dropped to 16 on the season, while URI
improved to 4-1.
The loss marked the fifth
time this season that the 'Cats
have been shut out, including

their last four games in a row.
Junior Frank Truscott is the
team's leading scorer this season
with two goals, which both came
in the Wildcats' lone victory of
the season, a 4-0 win over Holy
Cross.
UNH plays its next game at
home, against the University of
Hartford, at 2 p..m. on Friday.
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Lad y 'Cat socc er .
.
frus trat ed by Har vard ··
By Glenn Sabalewski
Sports Staff Reporter

The UNH women's soccer
At 20:41 of the first half
team barely pulled out a dramatic Wendy Young opened up the
2-2 tie at Harvard last Tuesday scoring for UNH with a 16 yard
afternoon, in a contest they should shot inside the penalty area. Cohave won.
captain Ellen Weinberg, whoseiniUNH's Mary Beth Sydlowski tial shot was deflected, was credtook a cross from Valentina Auro- ited with the assist.
movicandheade d the ball into the
That goal stood up for a 1-a.O
net with just 3:29 left in the second UNH halftime lead.
overtime period but it wasn't
Harvard came to life in the
enough to pull out a win.
secondhalf.Finally,at27:41 itpaid
In the first overtime period off with a goal by Tara Weinstack
Harvard took a 2-1 lead after a to tie the game.
penalty kick by the Crimson's
"Harvard's Erin Matias took
Robin Johnston. UNH coach the ball to the corner and sent a
Marge Anderson said the hand- beautiful cross right in front of the
ball in the penalty area resulting net," said Anderson. "We were
in the kick was "a questionable poorlymarkingdefensively.There
call."
were 3 Harvard players to one
"When you outshoot a team UNH player in front of the net."
22-5 you should walk out with a According to Anderson, UNH
victory," Anderson said. UNH goalie Molly Kirchner had no
held a 6-1 corner kick advantage chance.
and according to Anderson, HarHarvard started to take it to
vard did not cross half-field for UNH after scoring. "In the last 10
the first 30 minutes of the match. minutes of regulation we started

to playour game again, but it wasn't
enough," said Anderson.
Anderson feels her team
played very well in both overtime
peroids as well.
''There was no way we were
going to allow Harvard to beat us
once we went into overtime. That's
when people decided that good
soccer wouldn't neccessarily win
the game. Good finishing [of scoring chances] was going to win the
game," said Anderson.
Defensively, co-captain Paige
Christie, Veronica O'Brien, Deb
Maida, and Jill Lewis played an
excellent game, said Anderson.
"We're looking to perfect our defense and work on finishing."
UNH will next look to make
these improvements at home this
Saturday against Rhode Island.
''They' re a good side," Anderson
said, "but we're more talented."
Game time is slated for 4 p.m. at
Brackett Field.
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Foot ball take s nu:in ber
four spot in Divi sion IAA
By Chris York
Sports Staff Reporter
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The Maine Black Bears (0-2)
are driving for their first win under
new head coach Kirk Ferentz, but
a young, confident UNH team may
have something to say about that.
The Wildcats are 2-0 and on fire
after upsetting top ranked
UCONN 21-16 and clobbering
Delaware 34-7.
This red hot team has
achieved a fourth place ranking
among all Division IAA teams in
the country, and in the first two
weeks of the season the two YanFlanker John Perry has been one of Matt Griffin's favorite targets this kee Conference players-of-theyear, hauling in 11 passes for 114 yards in two games. (photo by Don week have been from UNH; tailCarlson, staff photographer)

ii

backs Barry Bourassa and Kyle
Cripps.
UNH quarterback Matt Griffin has proven to be an effective
leader, supported by a powerful
offensive line. Griffin has connected on 42 of 65 for 501 yards so
far this season. The defense will be
without senior cornerback Ryan
Jones, an effective team captain
and defensive leader, who is out
with a separated shoulder that he
suffered in the Delaware. Nate
Bryan, who nearly intercepted
several passes in the second half
last weekend, will fill in for Jones

at Maine. The defense, which has
not allowed a rushing TD all season and registered four sacks last
weekend, will be a driving force
forUNH.
Maine, prepared with a big,
experienced offensive line, hppes
to open up holes for veteran tailback Carl Smith. Without NFL
draft pick QB Mike Buck, however, the leadership of Maine
hangs in the balance.
This weekend's game is
scheduled for 1:00 at Alumni Field
at the University of Maine, in
Orono.

